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The Sriftware Engineering Laboratory (SEL) is an organization 
sponsored by the National AeronauticD and Space Administra-
tion Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA/GSFC) and cre~ted for 
the purpose of investigating the effcctivcners of software 
engineering tec~no1ogies when ~pplied to the development of 
applications software. The SEL was created in 1977 and has 
thr~e primary organizational members: 
NASA/GSFC (Sy~tems Development and Analysis Branch) 
The University of Maryland (Conputer Sciences -Department) 
computer Sciences Corporation (Flight Systems Operation) 
The goals of the SEL are (1) to understand the software de-
velopment process in the GSFC environment: (2) to measure 
the effect of various methodologies, teols, and models on 
this process: and (3) to identify and then to apply success-
ful development practices. The activities, findings, and 
recommendations of the SEL are recorded in the Software En-
gineering Laboratory Series, a continuing series'of reports 
that includes this document. A version of this document was 
8150 issued as Computer Sciences Corporation document 
CSC/TH-83/60l9. 
The contributors to this document include 
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ABSTP.l1.CT 
This document presents a set of guidelines for an organized, 
disciplined approach to software development, based on data 
collected and studied by the Software Engineering Laboratory 
(SEL) since 1977,for 46 flight dynamics software development 
projects. It describes methoas and practices for each phase 
. " 
of, a software development life cycle that starts with re-
quirements analysis and ends with acceptance testing: main-
tenance and operation is not addressed. For each defined 
life cycle phase, "this document presents guidelines foi:' the 
development process and its management, and the products 
produced and their reviews. This document is a major revi-
sion of SEL-Bl-105. 
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The Software Engineering Laboratory (S~L) was established in 
1977 by the National,Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Godd~rd Space Flight Center (NASA/GSFC) to inveatigate the 
~ffectiveness of softwsre engineering techniques applied in 
developing ground support flight dynamics systems. The 
investigation's goals are (1) to understand the software de-
velopment process in a particular environment~ (2) to measure 
the effects of various development techniques, models, and 
tools on this development process; and (3) to identify and 
apply improved methodologies in the GSFC environment. The 
reoults cf SEL research should enable GSFC to produce better, 
less costly software. 
This document presents a set of software development guide-
lines for a disciplined approach to software development, 
with special emphasis on management considerations. These 
recommendations are based on data collected and studied by 
the SEL since 1977 for 46 flight dynamics software develop-
ment projects. Most of the softltlare development projects 
studied by the SEL were performed by an independent con-
tractor. For some projects, however, the software develop-
ment team consisted of both GSFC and contractor personnel. 
Developing a flight dynamics software system involves di-
verse skills and many staff-years of effort in specifying, 
designing, implementing, integrating, and testing complex 
computer programs. This document describes the software 
development life cycle from the technical manager's·per-
spective and provides useful techniques for managing soft-
ware d~velopment. 
This document is neither a manual on applying the technol-
ogies described her.e nor a tutorial on monitoring a Govern-
me~t contract. Instead, it describes the methodologies and 
tools that the SEL recommends for use in each life cycle 
phase to produce reliable, cost-effective software. 
1-2 
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Introduction 
This document is primarily for technical managers of soft-
ware development efforts. HO\'lever, it is also intended for 
higher level managero who are concerned with sch€dules and 
budgets and for senior technical personnel (such as de-
signers, analysts, and programmers) who are responsible for 
implementing the recommended procedures. The recommended 
. software development gUidelines are appropriate for both 
GSFC and contractor personnel. Although the recommended 
.' guidelines have been formulated based on the development of 
flight dynamics systems, there is no reason to believe that 
the recommended guidelines are not applicable to any 
software development project. 
The SEL continually monitors and studies flight dynamics sup-
port software, including software developed by both GSFC 
employees and contractor personnel. It anticipates that 
data will continue to be-collected and analyzed in the fu-
ture. The recommendatior.s in this document will be refined 
and enhanced as more knowledge is obtained abnut the produc-
tion of better, less costly software and as more progress is 
made toward achieving the goals of the SEL • 
. . 
1.1 DOCm-tENT OVERVIEt-l 
Section 1 describes the document's purpose and its intended 
audience and establishes the general background for the re-
mainder of the document. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 briefly de-
scribe the SEL and the flight dynamics software development 
environment. 
Section 2 describes the typical software development life 
cycle in the flight dynamics area, identifying tte major 
phases ane their characteristics. 
Section 3 describes in detail the recommended guidelines lor 
software development. It discusses the major activities, 
end products, methodologies, tools, and measures applicable. 
1-3 
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to each life cycle phase. In addition, it reco~~ends man-
agement activities for ench lif~ cycle phase. 
Section 4 discusses management and control of the develop-
ment process, and Section 5 summarizes key aspects of suc-
cessful and unsuccessful projects. ~ppendih A discu5ses 
formal reviews, Appendix B presents the content a~d format 
of documents, and Appendix C provides a brief example of 
some steps in organizing a project. Appendix D s~mmarizes 
the key information of the document. 
A glossary, references, and a bibliograpnyof SEL literature 
are also ~ncluded, 
1.2 SOFn~ARE ~NGINEERING LABORATORY 
The SEL monitors and studies. all software developed by the 
Systems Development Section at NASA/GSFC, w~ich is respon-
sible for producing flight dynamics support software for 
GSFC-supported missions. To date, 46 projects developed by 
both GS~C and contractor employees have been studied. They 
range in size from 1,500 lines of source code to more than 
110,000 lines. Much of the data is collected on a series of 
forms completed by project personnel th:oughout the develop-
ment effort. Data is also collected through computer ac-
counting monitoring, personal interviews, automated tools, 
and summary management reviews. From investigating projects 
totaling more than 1.5 million lines of source code, the SEL 
has gained insight into the 30ftware development process and 
has begun to identify trends in the effects of applying var-
ious techniques to the software development projects. 
The SEL approach to software engineering research is based 
on the high-level software development model shown in Fig-
ure 1-1. The four components of this model are a problem 
statement, an en~ironment, a process or activity, and a 
product (software). The development process is divided into 
seven sequential phases of activity. These phases are de-
scribed in more detail in Section 2. 
1-4 
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Figure 1-1. Software Development Model 
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SEL rese.1rch first a ttein'pts to unnE'r~tand the ~oft\"a re de-
velopment process currently in operation and its environment. 
This understanding provides a baseline for me~suring the 
effects of attempted improvements. Next, the SF.L tries t~ 
impcove that process and environment to produce high-quality 
software with fewer errors at a lower cost. To achieve 
theDe goals, the SEL identifies the nevelopment techniques 
available, evaluates these techniques to determine the most 
effective ones, adapts the "best" technique~ for optim~l 
performJnce, and applies the customized techniques to the 
software nevelopment process. The recommendations in this 
document are based on the application of this four-step 
procedure to a large set of software development techno 1-
oqies. 
The ~echnelogies stunled by the SEL may be classified into 
four maier areas of concern: methodologies, todls, models, 
ann measures. Methonoloqies are systema~ic applications of 
prescriben principles to the development process. Tools are 
software ains used nuring the developmp.n~ process to make it 
easie~ for development tenm members to do their work. Models 
explain and/or predict some aspect of the development proc-
ess and are usually formulated as mathematical equations 
relatinq two or more quantitative factors. Measures define, 
explain, anj predict software development qualities: they 
may be objPctive or sUbiective. 
Section 3 identifie~ the technologies in these four areas 
th~t the SEL recommends for application to the software de-
velopment process during th~ development life cycle phases. 
Reference 1 contains additional information on the activ-
itip~ of the> SEt. and further df!l".:lil~' on the results of -;EL 
1- (; 
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1.3 FLIGHT DYNAMICS ENVIROt~~1ENT 
The empirical basis for this document is the studi~s of 
fligh~ dynamics software conducted by the SEL since 1977. 
Flight dynamics software includcz applications ~o support 
attitude determination, attitude control, maneuver planning, 
orbit adjustment, and general mission analysis. The atti-
tude systems, in particular, form a large and homogeneous 
,~roup of software that has been studied extensi~ely~ 
The attitude determination and control systems are designed 
similarly for each mission using a standard e%ecutive sup-
port package, the Graphic EKecutivc Support System (GESS), 
as the controlling system. All these systems are designed 
to run in batch and/or interactive graphic mode. Depending 
on mission characte~istics (for e~ample, the type of data 
available and the accuracy required), these systems may 
range from 30,000 to approximately 120,000 lines of ~ode. 
The percentage of reused code ranges from 10 percent to 
nearly 70 percent, with th~ average system reusing about 
30 percent. 
The applications developed in the flight dynamics area are 
mostly scientific and mathematical in nature, with moderate 
reliability requirements. Severe development time con-
'straints are imposed by 'the spacecraft launch date: the 
software mur 4 be completed (through acceptance testing) 
90 days bef( , the scheduled launch, and the requirement~ 
and functional specifications are normally made available 
less than 2 years cefore the scheduled launch. 
Most flight dynamics software projectR use a group ~f IBM 
S/360 computers for development. All resources on these 
machines are extremely limited, and the'hardware is very 
unreliable. l Because the machines are shared among the 
IThe mean ~ime between failures for the primary development 
machine is approximately 6 to 8 hours of operation (see Fig-
ure 3-4 of Reference 1). 
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analysis, software development, and operations ar~as, soft-
ware development schedules are affected when simul~tions, 
launches, and maneuvers occur. .In addition to tho IBM 
5/3605, a DEC PDP-ll/70 and a DEC VAX-1l/780 are'occasion-
ally used to develop utilities and support systems for the 
flight dynamics area. 
Additional information about the flight Jynamics software 
development environment may be found in Reference 1. Sec-
tion 3.1 of that document presents the results of profile 
analysis of several large software development projects 
studied by the SEL. These statistical profiles characterize 
the software development process, environment, and products 
for these flight dynamics projects. 
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The flight dynamics.~oftware development process is divided 
into the following seven sequontlal phases, collectively 
referred to as the software development life cycle: 
1. Requirements analysis 
2. Preliminary design 
3. Detailed design 
4. Im~lementation (co~e and unit testing) 
5. System testing (system integration and testing) 
6. Acceptance testing 
7. Maintenance and operation 
This division is shown in Figure 1-1 (page 1-5), which il-
lustrates the SEL'software'development model. 
For the purpose of this document, the software development 
life cvcle is divided into calendar phases rather than ac-
tivity phases~ that is, the seven life cycle phases sub-
divide the software development effort into seven sequential 
periods of time that do not overlap. Bach calendar phase of 
the software development life cycle is characterized by 
specific activities and the products produced by those ac-
tivitie~. 
Activities that are characteristic of one calendar phase, 
however, may he performed in other phases. For instance, 
analyzing the requirements, which makes up most of the 
effort durinq the requirements analysis phase, continues at 
a lower level throughout the software development life 
cycle. Once a development activity is started, it continues 
throughout the life cvcle: ho~ever, the level of effort for 
early life cyclp activities continually decreases. SEL d~ta 
ghows th~t the estimated size of larqe flight dynamic~ 
systems qrow5 between 15 and 40 percent after implementation 
startg (that i~, after completion of the det~iled design) 
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1 because of ~ncertainty in the estimntion process , new 
requirements, and reCjuirel'ilents changes. This gro\flth causes 
requirements analysis and design activities to continue 
during subsequent life cycle phases. Figure 2-1 illustrates 
the activities performed during each (calendar) life cycle 
phase DS a percentage of the total staff effort. 
The following subsectio~s define the seven softw~re develop-
ment life cycle phasec, ~nd Section 3 describes them in more 
deta il. 
2.1 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
Before the requirements analysis phase begins, a team other 
than the development team defines the requirements and pro-
duces a functional specifications and requirements document. 
The requirements analysis phase begins when the requirements 
definition team completes the draft of, the fUnctional speci-
fications and requirements document. It is the first phase 
of the software development life cycle, and in it, the func-
tional specifications are translated from mission terms into 
a software-supportable form. 
In this phase, the development team analyzes the functional 
specifications and requirements document from a software 
system viewpoint and recasts the requirements in terms suit-
able for software design. The development team assesses the 
completeness and feasibility of the requirements, identifies 
missing or to-be-determined (TBD) requirements, specifies 
all external interfaces, and makes the initial determination 
and allocation of resources. Close interaction with the 
requirements definition team is necessary for the develop-
ment team to clarify and amplify the requirements. The de-
velopment team qives the results of the requirements analysis 
lSee Table C-l on page C-4 of Appendix C and Figure C-l on 
page C-8 for information on uncertainty limits. 
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Life Cycle 
to the requirementm def~~ition team for incorporation into 
the final version of 'the functionel specifications and re-
quirements document. They also prepare a summary report of 
the results as a basis for preliminary design. When the 
final version of the functional specifications and require-
ments document has been completed, a system requirements 
. -
review (SRR) is held to evaluate the completeness of the 
requirements. 
2.2 PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
During the prellminary design phase, the development team 
defines the software system architecture based on the re-
quirements given in the functional specifications and re-
quirements document. The team translates this architecture 
into software requirements in the requirements analysis sum-
mary report. During this phase, the development team spec-
ifies major functional subsystems, input/output interfaces, 
processing modes, and implementation strategy. The require-
ments evaluated during the requirements analysis phase are 
translated into functional capabilities and are organized 
into major subsystems. All internal and external interfaces 
are completely defined to the subsystem level, nnd the de-
sign is refined to two levels below the subsystem drivers. 
Figure 2-2 illustrates the hierarchical levels of a software 
system baseline diagram (treechart). The development team 
documents the functional design of the system in the prelim-
inary design report. The preliminary design phase culmi-
nates in the preliminary design review (POR), where the 
development team formally presents the functional design for 
review. The preliminary design is considered complete when 
responses to the POR comments and criticisms have been in-
corporated in the functional design. 
2-5 
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2.3 DETAILED DESIGN 
During the detailed design phase, ~he development team ex-
tends the system architecture defined in prclimiriary design 
to the subroutine level. By successive refinement tech-
niques, they elaborate the preliminary design to produce 
"code-to" specifications for the system. 
All formalisms for the system design specifications are pro-
duced, including functional and p~ocedural descriptions of 
the system; data flow descriptions; complete descriptions of 
all user input, system output (for e~ample, screen, printer, 
and plotter), and il1put/output files; operational procedures; 
functional and procedural descriptions of each module; com-
plete descriptions of all internal interfaces between mod-
ules; and build/release capabilities. The team documents 
these design specifications in the detailed design document, 
which forms the basis for implementation. The detailed 
design phase culminates in the critical design review (CDR), 
where the development team form~lly presents the "code-to" 
specificntions for review. The detailed design is consid-
ered complete when the responses to the CDR comments and 
criticisms have been incorporated ln the detailed design 
document. 
2.4 IMPLEMENTATION (CODE AND UNIT TESTING) 
In the implementation (code and unit testing) phase, the 
developers code new modules from the design specifications 
or revise old code to meet new requirements, integrate each 
module into the growing system, and perform unit and inte-
gration testing to ensure that the newly added capabilities 
function correctly. 
In a typical project, the developers build several subsys-
tems simultaneously from individual components. The team 
repeatedly tests each subsystem as new components are coded 
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and integrated into the evolving software. At intei~als, 
they combine subsyste~ c~~abilities into a complete working 
system for testing end-to-end processing capabilities. The 
sequence in which functions are coded and integrat~d into 
execut~ble subsystems and the process of combining these 
builds into systems are defined in the implementation plan 
produced during detailed design by the develop~ent managers. 
The team also produces a system test plan and drafts of the 
user's guide and system description documents during this 
phase in preparation for the system integration and testing 
phase that follows. Implementation is considered complete 
when all code for the system is produced, tested, and inte-
grated into the system. 
An independent acceptance test team prepares the acceptance 
test plan based on the information in the functional speci-
fications and requirements document. The acceptance test 
team usually consists of analysts who will use the system, 
and it frequently includes members of the organization that 
specified the requirements. 
2.5 SYSTEM TESTING (SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND TESTING) 
During tl~ system testing (system integration and testing) 
phase, the development team validates the completely in-
tegrated system produced by the implementation phase. This 
means that functional testing of end-to-end system capa-
bilities is performed according to th~ system test plan 
developed during the preceding phase. The system test plan 
is based on requirements set forth in the functional speci-
fications and requirements document. Successfully complet-
ing the tests specified in the test plan demonstrates that 
the system satisfies the requirements. 
In this phase, the developers correct any errors uncovered 
by system tests. They also update the draft documentation 
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, to reflect the system a~ it exists when system testing is 
i comp~ete. System testing is considered complete when all 
tests specified in the system test plan have been run suc-
cessfully. 
2.6 ACCEPTANCE TESTING 
During the acceptance testing phase, the systsm is tested by 
an independent acceptance test team to ensure that the soft-
, ware meets all requirements. Testing by an independent team 
(one that does not have the developers' preconceptions about 
the functioning of the system) provides assurance that the 
system satisfies the intent of the official requirements. 
During this phase, the development team assists the accept-
ance test team and usually executes the acceptan~e tests 
under their direction. Any errurs uncovered by the accept-
ance tests are corrected by the development team. Accept-
ance testing is considered complete when all tests specified 
in the acceptance test plan have been run successfully. 
After the successful completion of acceptance testing, the 
development team delivers final versions of the software and 
the system documenta~ion to the customer and an operational 
readiness review (ORR) is held to evaluate the readiness of 
the system to support operations. 
2.7 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION 
At the end of acceptance testing, the system becomes the 
responsibility of a maintenance and operation group. This 
marks the beginning of the maintenance and operation phase. 
The nature of the activities during maintenance and opera-
tion is highly dependent on the type of software involved. 
For most flight dynamics software, this phase typically 
lasts the lifetime of the spacecraft and involves relatively 
few changes to the software. For some support software, 
however, this phas~ may be much longer and more active as 
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the ~oftware is modified to respond to changes in the r~­
quirements a~d environment. 
The maintenance and operation phase is outside the scop~ of 
this document. However, enhancements and error corrections 
also progress through a development life cycle but at a much 
lower level of .effort than original development. Therefore, 
the recommendations mad~ for original development are, for 
the most part, applicable to development during the mainte-
nance and operation phase. 
. \ 
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Thi~ "ectlan prpsents the SRL's r~commended software devel-
opmnnt guidelines. E~ch major subsection presents the soft-
ware d~v~lopment guidelines that are of primary importance 
to the basic development te~ml for a particular softwa~e 
') 
devp.lopment life cycle ph:lse.·' Each major sub~ection 
bf'qins with two summari(>~. The fir~t sumrr.::Irizes the actions 
anrl tr~nsactionA of h~sic development team members, i.e., 
their m.:l:ior activitiel:l, the enci products they produce, and 
the methodologi~s and tools they use for the life cycle's 
primary development ,1ctivity. The second summarizes special 
actions and transactions of the development team managers, 
i.e., their special activities and the measures they use 
durinq the life cycle phase. ~he activities in the manage-
m~nt summ1ry arp listed in blocks. The first block of ac-
tivities ~rp those th~t are specific to the phase and are 
also of inter(>st to higher level managers. Subsequent 
blocks list those activities that ar~ frequently assumed to 
be qninq (In or have occlirred. 
J\lthOllqh the oppro.:'lch is describt~d in terms,of calendar 
phases, it applies to specific development activities when-
ever they occur. For i'nt~nce, th~ mpthodologieR and tools 
recl1mm('nt~Ni for lH~t" dllrinq the dt~tailed d~~ign phasl~ apply 
to detailtJd desiqn .1l~tivititJs when ~11l'Y (,rtJ perftH-med during 
suh~eqlJt~nt lift) cyel(' ph,l~l'S. Thin overl.lp of activitieA is 
discusned in 5~ction 2 (Aoe especially Figure 2-1 on 
p.lllt' 2-.1). 
IThe b.1Sic devf~lopmt~nt tt'am consir-tr; of th(~ customt'r inter-
fJce, whn mnn i torn rc!O'oll rCt'S anti prt)':Jrt~ns: tile projt.'l-:t m,ln-
,'Hlnr, \"ho Rorv(>:~ .u; tl'chnic.l1 c()n:~\llt,'nt .lnd m.ln,'ltlt)~; prl);t"ct 
rl'SOllrCt'!~: tlH~ prt);t'et It".ldt'r, \"ho prl)\'i(1t':~ technic.l1 di-
rt~ctinn .,nti d,ly-to-d.1Y !~lIpt'rvinion: .1n.1 till' dt'v('ll)~k'rn, \, ... ho 
do tht' !:i'chnie.ll WlHk. ~~,'t' 'r.,blt' C-B on P"qt'!'; c-16 and C-17 
l)f J\ppt'ndix C .'lnti 'ralll," 1-1 .1nll Fiqurt' l-~ (If 1\t'f'~rt'Ol"':I' 1. 
., 
~'I'IH' m.lint.'n.1nCt' .1ncl op,'r.,t.ion ph.l:~" i!~ nnt ,lddres:::t'd in 
t hi n d()(~\lml'n t • 
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Requirements Analysis 
The recommended software development guidelines for the re-
quirements analysis phase are described in detail below. 
3.1.1 MAJOR ACTIVITIES 
Requirements analysis begins when the requirements defini-
tion team completes the functional specifications and re-
quirements document. This document presents the functional 
requirements of the system, including system input and out-
put, algorithms, and timing and accuracy requirements. The 
development team analyzes the contents of this document for 
completeness, consistency, clarity, and feasibility, and 
then translates the r~quirem~nts.into a form suitable for 
beginning the design. During the requirements analysis 
phase, the team 
9108 
e Amplifies and clarifies the functional requirements 
and the algorithms specified to satisfy those re-
quirements 
Analyzes the algorithms, mathematical formulations, 
error and stability requirements, and timing and 
accu~acy requirements for completeness and feasi-
bility 
o Determines operational requirements (scenarios) 
o Ensures that all requirements from the mission 
needs statement, the mission problem statement, and 
the end users have been addressed 
o Identifiei all ~xt~rnal'interfaces (both input and 
output) 
o Determines report and display specifications 
o Identifies requirements that are missing or yet to 
be determined (collectively known as TED require-
ments) 
o Identifies any existing software that can be used 
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o Determines computer resource requirements and 
availabili ty 
o Participat~s in the hardwnre selection process 
o Communicates findings to the requirements defini-
tion team 
e Prepares a summary report as the basis for begin-
ning preliminary design 
Participates in the system requirements review (SRR) 
During the requirements analysis phase, the development team 
works closely with the requirements definition team, who 
must answer their questions about the requirements and re-
spond to their requests for requirements changes. Generally, 
the two teams hold requirements review meetings where they 
clarify requirements, discuss problems, and identify items 
needing action. The development team provides the require-
ments definition team with the results of their analysis for 
incorporation into the final version of the functional spec-
ifications and requirements document. 
This phase culminates in a final r~quirements review meeting 
of the requirements definition team and the ~evelopment team 
and their managers. Maintenance and operation personnel and 
their managers may also be present. The purpose of this 
meeting is to ensure the correctness and completeness of the 
reqlJirements from the viewpoints of all those concerned and 
to identify and assess the impact of any remaining TBD re-
quirements. Comments and criticisms resulting from this 
meeting are given to the requirements definition team so 
that those issues will be addressed in the final version of 
the functional specifications and requirements document. 
When the final versio~ of the functional specifications and 
requirements document hns been completed, an SRR is held to 
evnluate the completeness of the requirements. The SRR is 
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Requirements Analysis 
, attended by the requirements definition te~m and its man-
'agers, the develop~ent team and its managers, and others 
involved with the system. See Section A.l of AppendiK A for 
details about the SRR. 
Another import~nt function of the tQquircmcnts analysis 
phase is to produce an initial e~timate of the system's si:e 
and of the schedule and staffing reqllircd for development. 
This topic is addressed more fully in Section 3.1.6, 
page 3-13, under "Rey Management Activities." 
3.1.2 END PRODUCTS 
The reqllirem(~nts an.11ysis' summary report is the primary 
product. This report slImmari:es the results of requirements 
analysis and establishes a basis for heginninq preliminary 
desiqn. See Section B.3 of Appendix B for inform~tion on 
the form.:lt .1nd contents of the requ i remc-nts .:Hhl lysis summary 
report. 
3. 1 • 3 ~mTnnnOLOG I ES 
'l'he t'l~commendt~d methodo log i(~s .1rc 
e Project notehook 
c Data collection 
o 1;'()rm.ll rt~('lH',iinq mt~l~h.lni~11l\n !",)t' rt~q\l irt'I1ll'llt:, qlll~~'­
t i('IUi and ch.ln<Jt~~' 
'l'lh':'t~ mt'thodnloqil?!.' arc" dit3Cllt1:H'd in tilt' (,,11l,\winq ~311l':'I'('­
t i ,"'II) n. 
TIl\.' pr,'\it~ct: Ih)tt~lH1l'~; i~; l'st.lbli~;h0,i .\nll In.lil\t-.lilll'd hy tht~ 
dt'\','h'pll1t'l\t :n.'I).lqL'r~; b) pr"vidt~ t't,.ldily .\Cl~t~~'sit'lt' :Hlt1IlII.\ry 
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informati~n on th~ key "l~pects .lnd pha'se~3 l)f tht~ pr('1ject. 
The notpbook is part of the project's file9. The informa-
tion I~ept in the project notehl"lok is current; Le., it is 
updated weekly, biweekly, or m0nthly depending on the type 
of information. Sep Section B.2 of Appendix B for inform3-
tion on the format ~nd contents of the project notebook. 
3.1.3.2 O~t~ Cnll~~tion 
To understand the development pro~ens and to monitor the 
proqresn of a project, software enl)ineerinq d~ta must be 
cllllt~l~tl'!d throughout the development life cycle. 'rhe SEL 
l"ecl1mmends that mana9l"l"S make soft\Mft'! enginl'!erin9 data col-
lection a natural bYPL"oduct ..,f their man.,gil'h.1 technhlues. 
This topic is treated in more detail in the S..,ftware 
M"\I,.,qt~r's H,'n,ib~ (HeferencL~ 2). 
3.1.3.3 Librari~ns 
At GSfC, the lihrari~nn are a separate gr0up.of personnel 
wh.., are responsihle for certain cleric~l'''nd ddta entry 
functil,ns. The rt~latll1l'lship bt~twet~n thl~. lihr.,ri;;ns .:md tht~ 
deve10pment tpdm is described in Section 1.4 of Reference 1. 
Ollrinq a pr~)jl~ct., tht'! libr.Hi.lll!" tlt-lint.lln tht' pr('iect library 
(or project n..,teho..,k), which is d repository of all project 
. 
lnflHnHlti,"In. Tht:'y .llso maint.lin ,'1nlint' prl.'jL'l~t libr.uic:3, 
t'lltt~r l.'l'lil', .,nd l'pt~r.'tl~ v.lri,Hls Sl.)ftw.He to('l~ in SUPPl.'l"t l,f 
proj~ct ~ctlviti~~. 
In it, t ht'Y i nl-'ludt' :1l1l~h 
itl'm!~ .'If, th~ (lIllcti,'n,ll spt'cific.1tlons "nd rt''lllirt'lIlt'ntr: dl'l.~­
utllt'nt (dr.\ft ,'Ihi fitMl '\'en~i,"lS .15 ,'lV.,ii.ll'it", '111l\~~ti~)n5 (Hl 
l't'q\l i rt'llh'tlts .llld I't~:~p('1'nt':; tl' qllt'f;t i"Il:', rt'qllt't,t:; fl.'t' l'l'-
quirl'l1l1'llt:: l.'h.\Il,lt':' ."hi rl'l;pl'"l'l':; t.l' rt''1\\l'l.tf" .llld tIll> t'l'-
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communicating information. Necessary managcment informa-
tion, such as schedules ~~d staffing plans, are also in-
cluded. Management information produced during the 
requirements analysis phase is discussed in Section 3.1.6, 
pag,e 3 -13. 
Librarian functions during this phase are generally limited 
to the operation of software tools, which are discussed in 
Section 3.1.4, page 3-10. 
3.1.3.4 Unit Development Folders 
The project library is organized according to functional 
units so that all information,pertaining to one topic can be 
found in one location in a unit l devclopment folder. 
During the requirements analysis phase, the most logical 
organization of the materials collected from the development 
team is into the general categories (units) of the system's 
functional requirements (for example, input, output, and 
algorithms). For the project library to be useful through-
out the development life cycle, it must be established at 
, . 
the beginning of the requirements analysis phase; it must 
contain all material pertinent to the project; and it must 
be logically organized. A descrip~ion of unit development 
folders is contained in Reference 3, for example. 
3.1.3.5 Formal Recording Mechanisms 
As a part of configuration management procedures, tile de-
velopment team uses formal recording mechanisms to commu-
nicaterequirements questions and requirements changes. One 
LA unit is defined by the development manager for con-
venience; e.g., units may be schedules, system size 
estimates, resource estimates, external interfaces, sub-
system details, development plans, implementation plans, 
user's guide, and system description. 
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mechanism i~ the requirements question form. The development 
, team uses this form to question the requirements definition 
team about the requirements. Responses to requirements 
questions must be in written form. The requirements defini-
tion team managers use the form to assign personnel and due 
dates for their team's response to the developers. The 
forms are also used to track TBD requirements. 
Another procedure is used for requirements modifications.' A 
request for a requirements modification is made using a re-
quirements change request form (or engineering change request 
(ECR», on which the requested change and its justification 
are described. Requested changes to the requirements must 
be approved by the manager of the requirements definition 
team and the Configuration Control Board (CCB). After ap-
proving a change, the manager adds it to the functional 
specifications and requirements document. 
3.1.3.6 Structured Analysis 
No particular methodology is recommended for requirements 
analysis. However, structured analysis is useful for sys-
tems or subsystems with large quan~ities of input or output 
data or complex data processing requirements. Structured 
analysis is described in Reference 4, for example. 
3.1. 4 TOOLS 
An online configuration management tool is recommended for 
use in configuration management throughout the project. 
During the requirements analysis phase, managers can use 
such a tool to track requirements questions, TBO require-
ments, and requests for requirements changes. 
Configuration Analysis Tool (CAT) program was 
the SEL for use in flight dynamics projects. 
umented in Reference 5. 
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The SEt recoG~izes the need for an automated requirements 
1 - " languaqe, but has ·beeri unable to identify one that is 
adequate and cost effective for the fliqht dynamics environ-
ment. 
3.1.5 MEASURES 
Thp. following subsections describe various measures and 
. evaluation criteria for ~anagers to use to assess the re-
sults of the requirements analysis phase and to determine 
whether enough progress has been made to begin d~sign. 
3.1.5.1 Objective Measures 
Manaqers can monitor the progress of requirements analysis 
by examining the number of requirements questions, responses 
to questions, and requirements changes. Several signals 
should alert the manager to problems. For e~ample, a grow-
ing qap between the number of qupstions submitted and the 
number of responses received or a large number of require-
m~nt~ changes due to errors may indicate problems with the 
clarity, correctness, or completen~ss of the requirements as 
, 
presented in the functional specifications and requirements 
document. Managers can use data from similar past projects 
to asse~s the meaning of the relative sizes of these numbers. 
The number of TBD requirements is the most important measure 
to be examined during this phase, since unresolved TBD re-
quirements can necessitate severe design changes later in 
the project. The TBD requirements must be categorized ac-
corninQ to their severity. TAD requirements concerning ex-
ternal interfaces arc the most critical, especially if they 
involve system input. Internal algorithms are generally not 
lExamples of requirements lanouaqes include Problem 
Statement LnnQuaqe/Problem Statempnt Analvzer (PSL/P~A) 
(~eference ~) -an~ Multi-Level Exorension besign Langu~ge -
Requirement~ Level (MEDL-R) (Reference 7). 
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as severe, unless they concern data processing requirements. 
Output requirements are, in general, not as severe unless 
they concern data being transmitted to other systems. 
A TOO requirement is considered severe if it could affect 
the functional design of one or more subsystems or of the 
high-lpvel data structures needed to support the data proc-
es~inQ alqorithms. Preliminary desiqn should not proceed 
until all se~ere TOO requirements have been resolved. A TBD 
requirement is considered nominal if it affects a portion of 
a subsvstem involving more than one module. Preliminary 
des ion can proceed unless large numbers of TOO requirements 
exist in one functional area (for example, more th~n 5). 
~ ",,/ 
Uo\o/ever, these TBO requ i rements must be resolved du ring 
preliminary design. 1\n incidental 'roD requirement is one 
that affects only the internals of one module. Incidental 
TRO requirem~nts must be resolved by the end of detailed 
desi-)n. 
For e~ch TOO requirement, managers must estimate the effect 
on system size, required effort, cost, and schedule. Often 
the information necessary to resolve a TBD requirement is 
not available until later, and deiign must hegin to meet 
fixed deadlines. These estimates will hel~ predict the 
uncertainty in the development schedule due to unresolved 
THO rt~qllirt~ments. 
~.l.5.~ Evaluation Criteri~ 
To determin~ whether or not th~ development team is ready to 
proceed with preliminary dpsign, managers mu~t consider the 
followinq Qu~stion~: 
(II 11.1\'1) .,11 'I'm) requirl'1l1('nts b(>t>n idt"ntified ~lnd tilf'ir 
i mp.l c t .1 S ~~I~ S ~~t~lr; 
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o Are all necessary algorithms identified? Are the 
identified algorithms 'complete and correct? Are 
they optimal? Are error and stability limits 
, defined? 
o Are the environmental constraints (for example, 
timing, memory, and accuracy) clear? 
o Are the requirements feasible, given the environ-
mental constraints? Are sufficient computer 
resources available? 
Are the requirements traceable? Does the func-
tional specifications and requirements document 
provide a basis for defining acceptance tests? 
3.1.6 KEY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
Planning is the manager's primary activity during the re-
: quirements analysis phase. During this phase, the develop-
ment team. managers produce the software development plan. 
Toward the end of the pha5e, the transition to the prelim-
inary desfgn phase must be planned. These planning activ-
ities are in addition to other activities such as monitoring 
progress, ensuring cooperation among all groups involved, 
and reviewing the results of requirements analysis. These 
key activities are discussed in further detail in the fol-
lowing subsections. 
3.1.6.1 Software Development plan 
The software development plan contains specific information 
about the technical and management approaches of the current 
project throughout its life cycle. The development team 
managers prepare this document during the requirements'anal-
ysis phase. Because of the primary importance of this plan, 
it is described in great detail in the Software Manaqer's 
Handbook (Reference 2). 
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The SEL often uses the flight dynamics software development 
prdjects as experiments in software engineering research. 
Thus, frequently, a specific software engineering approach 
is applied to a project to evaluate its effectiveness. 
Therefore, data collection procedures and details concerning 
the application of the specified approach must be estab-
lished at the beginning of the project life cycle. 
3.1.6.2 R~source ond Cost Estimates 
At the beginning of this, phase, the managers must estimate 
the amount of code to be developed and the effort required 
to develop it. Sufficient information is not usually avail-
able to use a sophisticated resource estimation model, but a 
rough model can be applied. Historical knowledge of similar 
systems can be used to estimate the size of the ~ystem, and 
historical productivity figures can be used to estimate the 
amount of effort required. From these estimates, the amount 
of time and ~ffort necessary for each life cycle phase is 
allocated, and the first cost figures a~d' schedules are 
produced. 
3.1.6.3 phase Transition Plans 
Toward the end of the requirements analysis phase, managers 
must plan an orderly transition to the preliminary design 
p~ase. They must convey to the development team members the 
parts of the software development plan that apply to pre-
liminary design (for example, design standards and con-
figuration management procedures) and instruct them in the 
specific software engineering approach to use during design. 
They must ensure that the development team is trained in 
design technologies at the beginning of the preliminary 
design phase. 
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3.1.6.4 Other Manaqement Functions 
During the requirements analysi.1 phasE:!, the managers must· 
also 
Monitor adherence to planned schedules and re~ource 
expenditures. 
o Ensure adherence to data collection, quality ao- , 
surance, and confiyuration management procedures. 
Revi€w the results of the requirements analysis 
process. 
o Ensure cooperation among the variou3 groups in-
volved (that is, development team, requirements 
definition team, user organization, and libr~rians). 
Schedule and participate ill the requirements anal-
ysis review and ensure that all percinent groups 
participate. 
Ensure that all facets of the proJect are com-
pletely visible (that is, know exactly where the 
project is and where jt is going at all times). 
Project visibility is critically important. Man-
agers must know at all times the exact status of 
all task activities and the detailed plans for de-
velopment completion. This is necessary so that 
problems can be dealt with when they occu~ rather 
than later in the process, when their impact is 
likely to be greater. 
o Participate in the eRR. 
The Software Manager's Handbook (Reference 2) p~esents 
further infnrmation about the manager's activities through-
out the development life cycle. 
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Preliminary Design 
o Defines all interfbces between subaystems--that is, 
completely specifies all input and output for each 
subsystem, including 
Data ~et layouts (record content and file 
structure) 
Data transferred in memory 
User input 
Screen, printer, and plotter output 
e Refines the subsystem design to two level~ below 
the subsystem drivers, including preparation of 
functional baseline diagrams (treecharts) through 
two levels below sUbsystem drivers and module 
prologs and Process Design Language (POL) through 
one level below subsystem drivers (see Figure 2-2 
on page 2-6) 
Determines error processing and iecovery strategy, 
especially with respect to handling system input/ 
output errors 
Resolves as many remaining ~UD requirements as pos-
sible; assesses the impact of those not resolved 
c Examines all requirements to ensure that they are 
met by the functional capabilities of the subsys-
tems defined in the preliminary design 
Identifies all existing software to be used in the 
system 
Prepares preliminary design documentation as a 
basis for the preliminary design review (PDR) 
Participates in the PDR and then incorporat~s 
changes recommended at the PDR into the preliminary 
deai<)11 
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The preliminary design phase culminates in the PDR, attended 
by the development 'team and its managers, the requirements 
definition team and its managers, and others involved with 
the system. At the PDR, the development team presents t~e 
functional design of the system and the rationale ,for choos-
ing that design over alternatives. The presentation is 
based on the preliminary design documentation and may re-
quire a series of meetings if the system is large. See Sec-
tion A.2 of Appendix A for details about the PDR. 
For the PDR presentation, the participants evaluate the 
functional design of the system for completeness and cor-
rectness and give comments and criticisms to the development 
team during and immediately after the presentation. The 
preliminary design is complete when the development team has 
adjusted the preliminary design documentation to respond to 
comments and criticism expressed at the PDR. 
3.2.2 END PRODUCTS 
The preliminary design report is the primary product. It 
presents the functional design of the system and forms th~ 
basis for the detailed design document produced during the 
next life cycle phase. See Section B.4 of Appendix B for 
the format and contents of the preliminary design report. 
3.2.3 METHODOLOGIES 
The SEL recommends the following methodologies for use 
during the preliminary design phase: 
C Project notebook 
c Data collection 
o Librarians 
~ Unit development folders 
o Formal recording of design decisions and changes 
o Configuration management procedures 
o Design walkthroughs 
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o Iterative refinement 
o Information hiding and data abstraction 
o POI. 
Data collection and maintenance of the project notebook must 
continue throughout the development life cycle. The remain-
ing methodologies for the preliminary design phase are elab-
orated in the following subsections. 
3.2.3.1 Librarians and Unit Development Folders 
The librarians continue to maintain the project library. 
They add to the library such items as design decision notes, 
design change forms,- and -alL preliminary design documenta-
tion, as well as pertinent management materials. (The man-
agement information produced during the preliminary design 
phase is discussed in Section 3.2.6, page 3-28). Since re-
quirements analysis continues throughout the development 
life cycle, the ~evelopment_team may produce more require-
ments questions and requests for requirements changes during 
this phase. The librarians also add these inquiries and 
their responses to the project library. 
During this phase, the development team managers organize 
the project library materials in the unit development 
folders by major subsystems and by functional areas within 
each subsystem. This organization corresponds to the first 
level below the subsystem drivers on the functional baseline 
diagrams (see Figure 2-2 on page 2-6). 
. 1 
The librarians enter module prologs and POL as well as 
o~erate CAT, which is discussed in Section 3.2.4, page 3-25. 
lModule comments describing the module's purpose, opera-
tion, calling ~equence arguments, external references, etc. 
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3.2.3.2 Formal Recording Mech~nis~s and Confiquration Man-
a\j~ment Procedures> 
As part of thl~ configuration management ot' the project, the 
developers use formal recording mechanisms to document 
design decisions and changes. When a design decision is 
made, it is recorded as a design decision note. Uecause 
theGe notes documl!'nt the dl!'sign process- -p.Hticul..u ly the 
evaluation and selection of alternatives--they are a valu-
able reference for the developers throu\jhout the sottware 
life cycle. 
Once desi';Jn dec isions have been f in~lli zed by the deve lopment 
team mana';Jers, design change forms are used to record 
further changes. The use of formal design change procedures 
enables the team managers to control desl.Jn chanljes and to 
ensure that all team members are kept informed of the cur-
rent state of the design. 
The use of form~l recording mechanisms for particular life 
cycle activities must continue throuljhout the life cycle 
whenever those activities occur. FOl" inst.1nce, requirements 
questions forms and requirements change request forms con-
tinue to be used after the r~\"luir,~ments al1.11ysis phase for 
rl!'quests for clarHication or changes to the requirements. 
1'he procedures for conf hJura t ion m.lnageml!'nt must be st r ictl~' 
adherl!'d to thl"Oughou t the development l!fe cycle. 'rhese 
procedures spl!'cify thl!' forms t~) be used for recorliinq v.lri-
ous inqlliries, d~cish)ns, and r~quests for ch.lnqt!s .Hid 
.lddress the processing of such torms (for l!'xalllplc, rl!'spoll~,i­
bilitr tor response, authority tOL' ~'lPPL"ov.1l, .H\d distribu-
tion). Strict procl!'dllren are especi.111y impI..H"t.lIlt in the 
ar<.'a of chan\lt~ control. 
COllfi'Jlll".'ltion m~ln.\lJt..'ment pruccduL"c:1 .llsu speciey thl' cOlltr01 
ot on1inl!' prl1ject libl",Hies. 'rill!' proceduL'e~ mlh.;t t'pc':i.ly 
the pl..)int .1t \.hich mlhillte~; ~ll"l~ moved truTn tl\l~ indlvidu.ll 
Preliminary Design 
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developer's jurisdiction and placed in the project libraries. 
At that time, the modules ~re placed under configuration 
control. Any changes arc performed by a specially desig-
nated person or group of people (usually the librarians) and 
must be recorded formally by means of a change report form. 
These procedures for the control of online libraries apply 
to the preliminary design phase only if a decision is made 
to place module prologs and PDL under configuration manage-
ment. 
3.2.3.3 Design Walkthroughs 
Design walkthroughs are held throughout the preliminary 
design phase by development team personnel and their man-
agers to review design elements and to identify problem 
areas and 'f13D re~uirements. This peer revie\ ... is an impor-
tant quality assurance procedure. After design walk-
throughs, managers assign personnel t·o resolve problems and 
schedule their response as part of configuration manage-
ment. The development team leader records any decisions 
made at a design \ ... alkthrou". in (lesign decision notes. 
besign walkthroughs are also used to identify the point at 
which dezign clements are placed under configuration control 
by the development tCdm manager. A design element is usu-
ally put under configuration control when it has been incor-
porated in the preliminary design documentation or presented 
in a desi';Jn walkthrough or at the POR, depending on the sta-
tu~ of the design. After that, changes to the design must 
be m~~e a~cording to the change control procedures and must 
be recorded by means of design change forms. A description 
of design walkthroughs is contained in Reference a, for ex-
.ll1lple. 
'rite SL::L recommenlls Lterdtlve retinement (tor eX.lmple, Reter-
ence ~) as the pr im,try metlw~1 for pruducin~ the system 
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, 
'design. When ~ subst~ntial amount of existing design and/or 
code is to be reused (for example, 20 percent or more), it-
erative refinement is recommended to functionally partition 
the system into modules. This process is preferred to 
strict successive refinement (used in top-down design) when 
adapting the design to the structure of the existing design 
-and code. 
In the functional partitioning process, the SEL recommends 
the principles of information hiding (for example, Refer-
ence 10) and data abstraction (for example, Reference 11). 
An example of these techniques is the use of common inter-
face routines for performing input or output operations so 
that the format and structure of each external data set are 
known to only one routine and are transparent to the rest of 
the system. 
3.2.3.5 Process Design Languaqe (Program Design L~nguaqe) 
The SEL highly recommends the use of POL during design as a 
very beneficial and cost-effective methodology. Comparable 
to the bluepr int in hardv/are, POL communicates the concept 
of the software design in all necessary detail. It provides 
a complete, formal, algorithmic specification for a software 
component. Its use enables the designer to communicate the 
exact intent of the design and thus reduces errors due to 
misinterpretation of the design by reviewers and coders. A 
description of PDL is contained in Reference 12. 
3.2.4 TOOLS 
An online configuration management tool (for example, CAT) 
is used throughout the development life cycle. In this 
phase, it can be used to maintain detailed schedule informa-
tion at the subsystem and module levels. 
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Preliminary Design 
One nPow tool is recommended: 
• < 
o An automated POL processor (for example, Refer-
ence 13) (if one is available). This tool enforces 
consistency of PDL usage among development team 
members and also performs syntax-checking opera-
tions. 
3.2.5 HEASURES 
The following sUbsections present various measures and eval-
uation criteria for managers to use in assessing the prelim-
inary design phase. 
3.2.5.1 Objective Measures 
During this phase, managers continue to use the same objec-
tive measures as during requirements analysis. In partic-
ular, they monitor 
o Number of requirements guestions, responses to 
questions, and requirements chanqes. The number of design 
changes must also be examined. Numerous design changes not 
attributable to requirement changes should alert the manager 
to problerr.si these changes may indicate that the development 
team does not really understand the requirements. 
I 
o Number of TBD requirements (see Section 3.1.5.1, 
page 3-11). Managers must assess how each TBD requirement 
will affect system size, required effort, cost, and sched-
ule. By the end of this phase, only incidental TBD re-
quirements can be left unresolved. 
o Number of interfaces. The number of interfaces per 
subsystem is an indication of that subsystem's complexity: 
a subsystem with a large number of interfaces relative to 
its size will require more time for implementation and 
thorough testing. Data from past projects of a similar 
nature can be used to interpret the relative sizes of these 
numbers. 
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To help monitor the,progress of the preliminary design, man-
agers can produce and""u'se (~, 
Q A detailed checklist of design formalisms to be 
produced. Because preliminary design documentation contains 
all design formalinms produced during preliminary design, 
all items on the checklist must be completed before the PDR. 
3.2.5.2 Evaluation Criteria 
To evaluate the correctness and completeness of the prelim-
inary desigh and determine whether the development team i~ 
ready to proceed with detailed design, managers must con-
sider the following questions: 
~ Have all requirements been mapped into functional 
capabilities of specific subsystems? 
Have alternative design approaches been examined 
and rationally discounted, and has the simplest 
design been chosen? 
Is the partition into subsystems sensible? Are 
functions and capabilities allocated logically? 
Does the design minimize the transfer of control 
information? Does the design have low coupling 
between subsystems and high cohesion within each 
subsystem? (Coupling ~nd cohesion are defined in 
Reference 14, for example.) 
Are all interface descriptions complete at both the 
system and subsystem level? 
c Are the data set layouts for all external data sets 
completely specified? 
o Are the required baseline dia~rams and module pro-
logs and PDL provided to a sufficient level of 
de tai 1? 
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Preliminary Design • ,r, \,' . ~ \ : " . 
e Is the error handling and recovery strategy 
comprehensive? ' 
o Is the estimate of resources adequate and the 
schedule reasonable? Has time been allocated for 
contingencies, trdlning,and the like? 
Has the impact of any remaining TBD requirements 
been assessed? 
'3.2.6 KEY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
During this phase, the managers' focus begins to change from 
planning to monitoring. Specifically, managers 
o Provide required training~or the development team 
o Ensure adherence to 
Design standards 
Configuration management procedures 
Reporting procedures 
Data collection procedures 
Quality'assurance procedures 
Review the design produced, participate in design 
walkthroughs, and resolve' TB~ requirements 
Monitor adherence to planned schedule and expendi-
I 
ture of (esources, and update cost and resource 
. 
estimates and schedules 
Ensure that all facets of the project are com-
pletely visible 
o Coordinate communication between the development 
team and the other groups with which they must ' 
interact (for example, the librarians and the re-
quirements definition team) 
Plan transition to the detailed design phase 
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, 
Schedule aud parti~ipate in the PDR, and ensure 
tha tall pcrd:nent groups partic ipa te 
Further details on,the refinement of resource and cost e3ti-
mates and on phase transition planning are discusGed in the 
following subsections. 
3.2.6.1 Resource and Cost Estimates 
'During the preliminary design phaGe, managers must monitor 
the development team's adherence to cost and resource er-ti-
mates and the schedules in the software development plan 
(see Reference 2). The percentages of effort and time ac-
tually expended versus the percentages of the quantities 
planned to be expended in terms of the work accomplished are 
good measures to examine for monitoring progress. 
By the end of this phase, the managers can refine and update 
resource and cost estimates made during the requirements 
analYSis phase. System size is better known, as are re-
sources expended and progress made to'date. Enough in-
formation is usually available to Ilse a,formal resource 
, 
estimation model. It is important for the manager to use a 
model that is tuned to the specific environment and cor-
responds well with the resources expended for similar past 
projects. The Meta-Model has been develpped using SEL data 
(see Reference 15). However, managers must never completely 
rely on any formal resource estimation model. Rather, they 
must use the results of the model, together with historical 
knowledge of similar systems, to update resource and cost 
estimates. The new estimates are more accurate because they 
are based on additional inf0rmation and ~odel support. 
From these new estimates, managers prepare schedules and 
staffing plans. Schedules are refined to reflect the sub-
system divlsion established in the preliminary design. The 
managers add these new estimates and schedules to the soft-
ware development ~lan to form the basis for monitoring 
fo- --~ ...... --~ ,',' l'" • , • 
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Preliminary Deslgn 
progress during the next?life ~ycle phase. The process of 
monitoring actual progres~ versus planned progress and 
updat~ng the plan as more detailed information becomes 
available continues throughout the project life cycle. 
3.2.6.2 Phase Transition plans 
Toward the end of the preliminary design phase, managers 
must plan the transition to the detailed design phase: i.e., 
they must plan the detailed design phase so chat ma.;or sub-
systems are designed concurrently. In' addition, they must 
determine the staffing levels and assignments n~cessa:y to 
perform the deta iled design. Managers uSl:ally add personrlel 
to the development team at the beginning of detailed design. 
They must ensure that these personnel receiv~ any training 
required and that new members are informed of work azsisn-
ments, design standards, software engineering approaches, 
and quality assurance and configuration ~anagement proce-
dures. The online libraries must also be established to 
store module prologs, POL, and reused code during detailed 
design. 
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Thp recommendod softw~re dpvelopment quidelines for the de-
taill'd d('shm ph.lse .)re dt'~scribed in dL~tail bt=>low. 
3.3.1 ' MAJOR ACTIVITIES 
Oet~iled desiqn heqins aftor the POR unlpss c~mmpnts and 
criticism pxpresspd at the PDR indicate serious problems or 
lit~ficiencies with the prt.·liminary ltN';iqn. DurintJ detailed 
desiqn, the te~m rlahorates the systrm architecture defined 
by the preliminary dpsil)n to the subroutine level. 'fhe 
det~il('d desiqn process is ~n extension of the activitit='s 
beaun durinq preliminary desiqn until "code-to" specifica-
tions are complptr. Specifically, the team 
e SlIccrssivply refines t·.lch subsystem until each com-
ponent p~r(orms a sinnle function and can be codpd 
as a sinale module 
'Prl:'p.lt"PS dt.,·ta i led b.1t~e 1 i ne d i"lqr.:tmt~ (t t"t"l'clhl rts) to 
tht' slIbroll t i n(' leve 1 
o {"inishes spl'cifyinq dt~t."dlrd formats llf .:t11 system 
,lnti slIbsystt"m input ,1lhi output 
" ~,pecifies cnM~'nN blocks .:lnti int(lrnal intl'rfacet~ 
beb"L'en 11l0till It'S 
o Specifies thp staq('d implpmpn~atinn pl~n, includinq 
c.1p:lbilith's to bt"> incilldl'd in t'.lch bllild./rell'asl~ 
.1lhi tht' det;l i it'd mi ie:":t:l)llt' scht'dlllt' r,)!' 1~.1L·h l'lI i Id I 
o Pr(~p.1r('!": tlct..1ill'ti dl':-:iqn dt1(~lll11cnt.1tion .1~-:.1 ~),1:~i:~ 
fnr thr critic~l dcsiqn revirw (COR) 
r.lrt"i,'if'.1tc':-: in tilt' Cl"H .1nd i!h·IHP'H·.llt':~ ch.1n'1l':~ 
rf'(','mmt'lldt',j .1 t tilt' CPR int" till' dt't.1 i tl'd dt':-: jqn 
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Detailed Design 
The detailed design documentation contains all design for-
malisms and must be distributed to everyone attending the 
CDR before the COlt meetings. The design formalisms must be 
prepared in accordance with the guidelines and standards 
specified (that is, size, complexity, functionality of mod-
ules, prolog contents, and POL usage) • 
The detailed design phase culminutes in the CDR, attended by 
the development team and its managers, the reqUirements def-
inition team and its managers, and others involved with the 
system. At the CDR, the development team presents the de-
tailed design of each subsystem for critical review. Thi~ 
presentation is based on the detailed design documentatioh 
and may require a series of meetings if the system is 
l.uge. See Section A.J of Appendix A for details about the 
CDH. 
For the CDR present.Jtion, the participants evaluate the de-
tailed design of the system to determine whether the design 
is correct and complete enough to heginimplementation. 
'rileY ,'\lso review build/release c,lpabilities and schedule for 
fe,lsibility. Tht.> detailed desi']n is complete when the de-
velopment team has adjusted the detailed design to respond 
to comments and criticism expressed at the CDR. 
J. 3 .2 END PHuDUC'l'S 
'rhe det'liled desi'.}l1 document is the pr in;.uy product. This 
document is an extension of the prelimin.lrY desi']n report. 
~t>e Section u.s of t\ppendix U tor Lhe torlllolt and contents ot 
the detailed deSllJn document. 
J. 3 • J r-tE '1' lIu J.)O LOG I ES 
Bec.:lll:3e the activlties of det,lil\~J desi':)n ,Hoe ,111 extension 
or: those performed during prl~limin.Jry design, the sallle 
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methodologies are used (see ~ec~ion 3.2.3, page 3-21). They 
,.' I ',:--
are repeated below: 
o Project notebook 
o Data collection 
o Formal recording of design decisions and changes 
o Configuration management procedures 
o Design walkthroughs 
o Iterative refinement 
o Information hiding and data abstraction 
o POL 
New activities for this phase are described below: 
o Librarians. The librarians begin to transfer ex-
isting code to be used in the implementation into the proj-
ect's online source code libraries. They continue their 
activities of preliminary design, including adding all ma-
terials produced during the detailed design phase to the 
project library. The organization into unit development 
folders according to subsystem (started during preliminary 
design) is continued and refined during detailed design. 
e Unit development folders •. A chart is added to the 
unit development folder for each subsystem, showing each 
module in the subsystem and the planned and actual starting 
and ending dates for each of the major phases (that is, de-
sign, code, and test) for the module. The librarians update 
these charts to reflect current development status for each 
module throu~hout the remainder of the project life cycle. 
3.3.4 TOOLS 
The same tools recommended for use in the preceding phases 
are used (see Section 3.2.4, page 3-25): 
o An online configuration management tool--for ex-
ample, CArr 
e An automated POL processor, if one is avai13bl~ 
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, A new tool for detniled design is 
o 
which is 
tool, if 
An online ~'6~·rce code library management system, 
to be used to manage the project libraries. Such a 
available, is an important part of the configura-
tion management procedures because it can be used to enforce 
strict change control procedures on the project libraries 
containing POL and source code that have been placed under 
configuration control. 
3.3.5 MEASURES 
The measures and evaluation criteria tiaed during detailed 
design are similar to those used for preliminary design. 
Further explanation is given in the following subsections. 
3.3.5.1 Objective Measures 
As specified for preliminary design (see Section 3.2.5.1, 
page 3-26), managers monitor the following objective meas-
ures, repeated below: 
0 Number of requirements questions. 
e Number of responses to requirements questions. 
f!) Number of requirements changes. 
e Number of design changes. 
0 Number of interfaces. 
0 Number of TSD reguirements. The number of TBD re-
quirements is the most important quantity to be examined. 
Ideally, all TBD requirements must be resolved by the end of 
this phase. If this goal is impossible to achieve, the man-
agers m~st assess how the remaining THO requirements w~ll 
affect sy~tem size, required effort, cost, and schedule. 
o A detailed checklist of all design formalisms. 
This list can be used to' evaluate the design's completeness. 
Because the detailed design documentation contains all the 
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Detailed Design 
design formalisms produced for detailed design, all items on 
the checklist mus~6;completed'before the CDR. 
One new measure can be used by the managers to monitor 
progress: 
o An updated estimate of the number of lines of code 
in the system. By the end of detailed design, managers know 
the projected number of modules in the system. The budgeted 
effort rate can then be examined by computing the number of 
lines of code per (budgeted) effort unit and the number of 
modules per (budgeted) effort unit. Managers then can com-
pare these figures with the same figures for similar past 
projects to determine ,whet'her, !=J~ not enough effo:-t has been 
budgeted to complete development. 
3.3.5.2 Evaluation Criteria 
To evaluate the correctness and completeness of the design 
and to determine whether the development team is ready to 
proceed with implementation, managers must consider the fol-
lowing questions: 
.'\ " "1'\ 
c Have all items on the checklist of required design 
formalisms been completed? For example, are all 
external data sets completely defined and all base-
" 
line diagrams (treecharts) provided to the subrou-
tine level? 
Is the design correct? Will the transformations 
specified produce the correct output trom the input? 
o Is the design robust? Is user input examined for 
potential errors before processing continues? 
c Is the design testable? 
o Have all design guidelines and standards specified 
been followed? 
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Detailed Design 
I' ~', 
Are the descriptions of each component clear enough 
and sufficiently unambiguous ao that implementers 
.. 
can proceed autonomously? 
Have all '1'BD requirem(mts been resolved? If not, 
how will the remaining TBD requirements affect sys-
tem size, required effort, cost, and schedule? 
G Is the build/release schedule structured to provide 
. . 
early testing of end-to-end system capabilities? 
Is the schedule reasonable and feasible for imple-
menting the design? 
Is the estimate of resources adequate for complet-
ing development? 
Managers can evaluate the quality of the de~ig~ by consider-
ing the following factors: 
o The level of information hiding (that is, how well 
have data usage and access been localized. Are 
modules secretive in the way in which they perform 
their functions?) 
The degree of coupling between modules (that is, 
intramodule dependencies are minimized) 
The cohesiveness of the lowest level components 
(that is, each module has a single purpose) 
3.3.6 KEY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
During this phase, the manager's concerns are identical to 
those for preliminary design (see Section 3.2.6, page 3-28) 
and are repeated below. The activities include both plan-
ning and monitoring. Specifically, the managers 
o Ensure adherence to 
Design standards 
Configuration management procedures, especially 
ch('mge con tro 1 
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Reporting, procedures 
Data collection procedures 
Quality assurance procedures 
o Review the design produced, participate in .esign 
walkthroughs, and resolve TBD requirements 
o Monitor adherence to planned schedules and expend-
iture of [esources~ and update cost'and resource 
estimates and schedules 
Ensure that all facets of the project are 
completely visible 
o Ensure cooperation between the development team and 
the other groups with which thev must interact 
o plan transition to the implementation phase 
o Schedule and participate in the CDR, and ensure 
that all pertinent groups participate 
For the transition to the implementation phase, it is usu-
ally necessary to increase the size of the development team 
substantially to handle the simultaneous implementation of 
the builds for each subsystem. Managers must inform the 
development team of th~ software engineering approaches to 
be used durinq implementation and must provide r~quired 
traininq. Also, the members of the development team must 
und~rstand the code and testinq standards, the quality as-
surance procedures, and the configuration mana~ement proce-
dures to be followed in addition to their individual areas 
of responsibility. 
~anaqers must also ensure that the online project librarie$ 
are established, that th~ strict change control pr0cedures 
concerninq these libt03ries 3re follo\ .. ed, 3nd that the job 
control l~lnqUage (JCLl for buildinc:: .1nd testinq the syste~ 
is pr0parpd flH the developers so that they C.:111 start imple-
mentJtion immediately after the COR. 
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Implementation 
,The recommended software development guidelines for the 
impl~menta tion phase .,a're descr ibed in deta il below. 
3.4.1 MAJOR ACTIVITIES 
Implementation begins aft~r the CDR unless comments and 
criticism expressed at the CDR indicate s~rious problems or 
deficiencies with the detailed design. In implementation, 
the development team 
o Completes preparation of JCL and command procedures 
necessary to build and test the syste~ 
Codes new modules from the detailed design specifi-
cations and revises old,routines required to meet 
the requirements 
Integrates new modules into the growing system or 
subsystem 
o Prepares data for performing unit/integration and 
release testing 
Performs unit/integration testing to ensure that 
newly added capabilities function properly 
o Prepares test plans for e~ch build/release 
Q Executes tests specified by the test plan for each 
build/release and reviews test results 
o Prepares the system test.plan for use during the 
system integration and testing phase 
Prepares drafts of the user's guide and sy~tem 
description documents, based on the material in the 
detailed de~ign document 
The system is implemented according to the staged implemen-
tation plan prepared by the developers during the detailed 
des ion ohase. For each release, individual developers code 
and test the modules identified as belonging to a particular 
build of each subsystem. At the same time, members of the 
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development team pre~are the test plan for the release com-
prising the builds under development. This test plan is 
designed to test the functional capabilities of the release 
and is reviewed for correctness and completeness by develop-
ment team members end their managers. 
When the developers have completed all coding and unit test-
ing for the release, they rebuild the system from source 
code and execute the tests specified in the release test 
plan. The development team and its managers carefully re-
view test results to identify discrepancies. 
For each release, the test plan evaluates the functional 
capabilities of the release as it is defined in the staged 
implementation plan. A sampling of tests from previou~ 
releases, called regression tests, is included in each test 
plan to ensure that the newly added capabilities have not 
affected the functioning of the previously implemented 
capabilities. During implementation of the last release, 
the development team prepares the syste~ test plan in addi-
tion to the test plan for the last release. The system t~st 
plan is the basis for system testing performed during the 
next life cycle phase. It is designed to test the func-
tional capabilities of the system as specified in the 
requirements documentation. 
An independent acceptance test team prepares the acceptance 
test plan based on the information in the functional spec-
ifications and requirements document. The acceptance test 
team usually consists of analysts who will use the system. 
This team frequently includes members of the organization 
that prepared the functional ppecifications and requirements 
document. 
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Implementation 
3.4.2 END PRODUCTS 
Our ing implementation, the de'relopment team produces the 
following products: 
c Completed code for the system 
o Supporting files necessary for buildLlg and execut-
ing the system (for e~arnple, JCL, command proce-
dures, a~d load modules) 
o Test plans and results for each build/rele~ac 
o System test plan 
o Draft user's guide 
o Draft cystem description 
The test plans are generally produced as infor~al docu-
ments. Each one contains a set of teets designed to test 
the functional capabilities of a particular release or of 
the entire system. See Section B.6 of Appendix B for the 
forma; and contents of test pl?ns. 
The user's guioe and the system description may be produced 
as two separate documents or combined into or-e. 
phase, this material is prepared i~ draft form. 
During this 
Most of the 
information needed i5 already available in the detailed de-
sign documenc. See Sections B.7and r:.8 of Appendix B for 
the format ar.d contents of the user's guide and system de-
scripti(m. 
An independent acceptance test team produ~es the acceptance 
test plan. 
3.4.3 METHOCJLOGIES 
The SEL recommends the following metho(!olo~ies for impleMen-
ta tion. 
c Pr.oject potebook 
o D~ta collection 
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o Librar ians .< .:."' -\' 
o Unit development folders 
o Formal recording of changes 
o Configuration management procedures 
Data collection and maintenance of the project notebook con-
tinue as is recommended in the preceding life cycle phases. 
New applications of the others are described in Sec-
tions 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2 below. 
In addition, the following new methodologies are also used: 
o Coding standards 
o Structured code 
e Code reading 
o Top-down implementation 
Builds/releases 
& Functional (thread) testing 
o Formal test plans 
The remaining methodologies are described in more detail in 
Sections 3.4.3.3 through 3.4.3.6 below. 
3.4.3.1 Librarians and Unit Development ~olders 
During, implementation, the librarians support the develop-
ment team by entering newly developed code, entering modifi-
cations for reusable code, and operating the software tools 
discussed in Section 3.4.4 below. The librarians also up-
date the project's permanent source code libraries, incorpo-
rating changes made to the source code after it has been 
placed under configuration control. In this function, the 
librarians become an important part of the configuration 
management procedure. 
The librarians maintain the central project library and keep 
it organized into unit development folders by subsystem. 
They add all materials produced during implementation to the 
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project library: test pl~ns a~d results for each build/ 
release, and drafts of user's guide and system description 
information. They also add change reports for changes made 
to any parts of the system that are under configuration con-
trol (for example, the functional specificutions and re-
quirements document, the detailed design document, and the 
project's permanent source code libraries). The librarians 
also update the charts (started during detailed design) that 
show the exact status of each module in the system. 
3.4.3.2 Formal Recording Mechanisms and Crinfiguration 
Management Procedures 
Configuration management procedures must be strictly adhered 
to during this phase. Source code for a module is placed 
under configuration control when the individual developer 
has coded, compiled, and tested the module successfully. At 
that point, the module is moved from the developer's juris-
diction into a permanent project source code library. Any 
further changes to the module must be approved by the devel-
opment team leader before they are made by the librarians. 
These changes must be recorded on development change report 
forms. 
Infaddition, the formal recoralng mechanisms used in the 
preceding life cycle phases for requirements questions and 
changes, and design deci~ions and changes,. are used for re-
quirements analysis and design activities that occur during 
implementation. 
3.4.3.3 Structured Code and Coding Standards 
The SEL recommends use of structured code (that is, using 
only the basic structured constructs) in implementing the 
design of the modules. These constructs correspond to those 
in the module's PDL. The principles of structured program-
ming are described in Reference 16, for example. 
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The code must conform to the cpcling standards specified. 
'Quall ty assurance proced\';res' ~~s't <,' be enforced by the man-
agers to ensure that the developers adhere to those stand-
ards. 
3.4.3.4 Code Reading 
'; After a developer codes and successfully compiles a module, 
another member of the development team reads the code to 
, verify that it performs the functions specified in the de-
sign and to check for 'common coding errors. The reader must 
review and return the code within half a day so that the 
developer is not delayed. Code reading identifies errors in 
the implementation of the design before testing begins. 
This review procedure is usually adequate. Occasionally, 
however, the development team may hold more formal walk-
throughs for high-level or very complex modules, but this is 
unnecessary for most modules. Details on code walkthroughs 
are contained in Referp.nce 17, for example. 
3.4.3.5 Implementation Technologies 
Implementation proceeds according to the builds and releases 
defined during detailed design in the staged implementation 
plan. A build is a portion of a ~ubsystem that performs 
certain designated functions: a release is a portion of the 
system, composed of one or more builds, that has certain 
end-to-end functional capabilities. The modules in each 
subsystem build and the builds in each release are specified 
in the staged implementation plan. 
Each subsystem build is implemented in a top-down fashion: 
i.e., if the baseline diagram is pictured as a map with· 
North at the top, modules in the build are coded and tested 
in the order in which they appear in a northwest-to-
southeast sweep of the baseline diagram (from the highest 
level to the lowest level and simultaneously from left to 
right). Developers test modules by integrating them into 
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the growing subsystem and using the existing, previously 
tested subsystem as a 'i-est bed •. Modules not yet implemented 
exist in the subsystem as'stubs (that is, fully executable 
modules containing no executable iristructions except to 
write a message ~hat the module was entered and has returned 
control to the cdlling module). 
Top-down implementation tests both the module's inteqr~tion 
into the 9rowing subsystem and its internal code. It also 
exercises the hiqher level and data input modules more fully 
,and eliminates building test drivers that themselves require 
testing. Some modules may require unit testing in an iso-
lated environment before they are integrated into the sub-
system, but this should be necessary only in special cases 
(for eX.lmple, to verify a particular algorithm). 
3.4.3.6 Functional Testing and Formal Test Plans 
After the builds of a particular release are completed and 
inteqrdted into the system, the release's end-to-end proc-
ess iny capabi li ties (called "threads") are tested by the 
developers. An important part of this functional testing 
process is the (ormal test pl.:m, which specifies the func-
tional capabilities to be tested and the criteria for deter-
mining \.,rhetht.H or Ill')t the test is successful. 'rhis is done 
for each test in the rele.lse test plan. The use of a formal 
test plan thus allclWs rele.lse testing to proceed in a 10gi-
c.llly orqanized manner and f.lcilitdtes aqreement among man-
agers .lnd developers .lS to when rele.lse testing is 
satis::~h:torily completed. The sy5tt~m test plan, prepar~d 
Jur 1 n'J tile implemet'lta t ion phase, se rves the same purpose 
durin'J thL' sy~;tem intc,:)r.:ltion and testing phase that [01-
l,)\ ... ~;. 'l'efitinl.,1 i~, described ill Rctt~rence Itl, f'~r example. 
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3.4.4. TOOLS 
The development team uses 
e An online configuration management tool (for ex-
ample, CAT). The tool is important in configuration manage-
ment of the project's permanent source code libraries to 
track development changes. It is also used to maintain the 
detailed schedule for the development of each module. in the 
system. In this phase it is very useful for maintaining 
information about discrepancies identified during testing. 
During testing of each release, discrepancies between how 
the system works and how it is supposed to work are identi-
fied. For large systems, the number of discrepancies that 
must be rectified can be sUbstantial. Managers must keep 
track of these discrepancies, assign personnel to resolve 
them, set dates for resolution, and verify that the discrep-
ancies have been resolved. A tool such as CAT ~akes this 
task easier. 
o An online source code library management system. 
o A structured FORTRAN preprocessor. This tool, 
which translates structured constructs into· valid FOHTRAN 
code, allows the programmer direct use of the standard 
structured constructs and thus facilitates structured pro-
gramming.' A structured preprocessor (SFORT) (Reference 19) 
is available in the SEL environment. Some versions of 
FORTRAN (for example, those conforming to the FORTRAN 77 
language standards) already contain the structured con-
structs as part of the language and therefore do not require 
the use of a structured preprocessor to provide those capa-' 
bilities. 
3.4.5 HEt\SUHES 
The following subsections present various measures and eval-
uation criteria that may be used to assess the implementa-
tion ph.Jse. 
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i3.4.5.l Objective Measures 
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I ' " . ~ , 
As'1n preceding life cycle phases, managers monitor the num-
ber of requirements questions, responses to requirements 
quentions, requirements changes, and design changes. Man-
. agers also ensure that all TBD requirements are resolved by 
the beginning of the implementation phase. If this is not 
possible, managers must reassess how remaining TBD require-
ments will affect system size, required effort, cost, and 
schedule. 
Managers must also monitor the following additional objec-
tive measures during the implementation phase: 
o Productivity rates (number of lines of code, number 
of modules, and number of pages of documentation per effort 
unit). As implementation progresses, managers can obtain 
more accurate estimates of the number of lines of code and 
number of modules. Then they can update estimates of the 
budgeted productivity or effort rates (that is, number of 
lines of code per budgeted effort unit and number of modules 
per budgeted effort unit) to determine whether enough effort 
has been allocated to complete the development. 
Managers can compute actual productivity rates to compare 
the pace of implementation with that experienced in past 
projects or with that budgeted. Productivity factors might 
include the number of lines of code in the projects' perma-
nent source code libraries, the number of coded modules in 
th~ project libraries, or the number of completed pages of 
documentation per effort unit since the beginning of the 
implementation phase. 
c Growth rate of the number of lines of code. The 
~rowth rate of the number of lines of code in the project 
libraries is another indication of the pace of the project. 
G Error rate (number of errors per 1000 lines of 
c'Jde) . 
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o Number of changes to code in the project's perma-
nent source code libraries. ~mnagers can use the error rate 
and the number of changes made to code after it has been 
placed under configuration centrol as indications of the 
code's reliability and stability. Excessively high figures 
for these measures (in comparison to past projects) might be 
caused by inadequate design specifications or insufficient 
testing by developers. 
o Number of identified discrepancies versus number of 
resolved discrepancies. The number of discrepancies identi~ 
fied in release testing is also a measure of the system's 
reliability. A widening gap between the number of discrep~ 
ancies identified and the number of discrepancies resolved 
as implementation progresses probably indicates problems 
requiring the manager's attention. 
o Computer usage rate (number of minutes per 
1000 lines of code). A computer usage rate much lower or 
much higher than previous projects may indicate problems in 
development, such as insufficient testing or excessive num-
bers of diagnostic test runs. 
The SEL recommends the use of all these concrete measures. 
The SEL does not advocate the use of the more abstract meas-
ures of the development product (for example, the McCane and 
Halstead measures) because a clear understanding of their 
meaning has not yet been obtained. 
Hanagers must monitor the progress of the development 
throughout the staged implementa~ion process. The detailed 
chart maintained by the librarians as part of the unit de-
velopment folaers, showing the exact status of each module 
in the system, contains the in:-ormation necessary to assess 
how complete each Duila/release is. At all times throughout 
the implementation process, managers must know where the 
project is (that is, its exact status) and where the project 
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is going (that is, the detailed schedule for completing the 
project) • 
3.4.5.2 Evaluation Criteria 
To evaluate the qua!lty and completeness of the products of 
implementation, managers must consider the following ques-
tions: 
9108 
o For ~ource code 
Is the code cc~plete? 
Does the code adhere to the design? 
Does the code adhere to the coding standards? 
How reliable'is the tode? What is the con-
fidence level of the system performing without 
failure? 
Is the code maintainable? How easily can 
changes be introduced, tested, and verified? 
How stable has the code been? 
o For test plans and results 
Are the test plans complete? Is all necessary 
information provided for each test? (See Sec-
tion B.6 of Appendix B.) 
Are the tests specified in the test plans re-
peatable? If two different groups execute the 
test plans, will the same tests be performed? 
Do the test plans c~ver the key functional 
capabilities of the sys~em? 
Have the results of release tests been re-
viewed by developers and managers for discrep-
ancies? 
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For documentation 
Doei~ihe'~ocu~~n~ation contain the key infor-
mation? 
Is the documentation as brief as possible? 
Is the documentation clear and easy to under-
stand? Can it be used by someone not familiar 
with the system? That is, is each document 
styled for "its intended audience? 
3.4.6 KEY MANAGEMENT ACT1.VITIES 
Several key management considerations during the implement~­
tion phase are identical to those in the preceding life 
cycle phases and are repeated beloN. The activities include 
both planning and monitoring. Specifically, managers 
o Ensure adherence to 
Reporting procedures. 
Data collection procedures. 
Quality ~ssurance procedures. 
Coding standards. 
Configuration management procedures. These 
procedures--especially change control on the 
project's permanent source code libraries--
must be enforced during the implementation" 
phase when the staff is at its peak size and a 
large amount of code is being produced. 
• Monitor adherence to the planned schedule, monitor 
expenditure of resources, and update cost and resoutc~ es-
~imates ~nd schedules. As implementation progresses, it 
becomes easier for managers to estimate the size of the sys-
tem. Actual resources expended and progress during imple-
mentation can also be obtained to update cost and resource 
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estimates with a resource estimation m6del (like the SEL 
Meta-Model). updatin~,cost and resource estimates, with 
resulting updates to schedules and staffing plans, is neces-
sary several times in this phase as various builds and re-
leases are completed. 
o Ensure that all facets of the project are com-
pletely visible (that is, know exactly where the project is 
arid where it is gOing at all times). project visibility is 
critically important. Managers must know at all times the 
exact status of all task activities and the detailed plans 
for development completion. This is necessary so that prob-
lems can be dealt with when ,they occur rather than late in 
the process, when their impact is likely to be greater. 
New management activities specific to implementation include 
the following: 
o Review the release and system test plans and par-
ticipate in the test result reviews for each build/release. 
o nesolve discrepancies identified by the build/ 
release testing. 
o Plan the transition to the system testing phase. 
Managers must ensure that the data is available to perform 
the tests specified in the system test plan and that ar-
rangements have been made to provide all computer resources 
required for sysLem testing. They must inform development 
team personnel of the testing procedures to be followed and 
provide them with required training. Special emphasis is 
olaced on enforcing the strict change control procedures for 
the project's online source code libraries during final re-
lease testing and system testing activities. 
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The rec6mmended software develop~ent guidelines for the sys-
tem integration and testlng.~ha~e are described in detail 
belo\-: • ,- . 
3.5.1 f.1AJOR ACTIVITIES 
System integration and testin~ begins at the end of the im-
plementation phase. At this point, all code for the sYGtern 
is complete. and the release test plan for the last system 
release has been executed satisfactorily by the ~evelopers. 
In this phase, the developers validate the completely inte-
grated system by functional te3ting of the end-to-end system 
capabilities according to the system test plan prepared dur-
ing the preceding life cycle phase. Specifically, the de-
velopment team 
G Builds the system from the project's permanent 
source code libraries 
o Performs the tests specified by the system test plan 
o Reviews the test results 
e Corrects code to fix any errors identified by the 
system tests 
Q Revises the drafts of the user's guide and system 
description, if necessary, so that the documenta-
tion reflects the final state of the system 
, 
e Prepares for the acceptance testing phase 
System testing, which proceeds according to the system test 
plan, is performed like the testing of each release during 
the implementation phase. The development team and its man-
agers, including customer and contractor personnel, care-
fully review the test results to identify any discrepancies 
between the way the system works and the way it is supposed 
to work. The developers then correct the errors in the code 
that are causing these discrepancies. The system testing 
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phase is complete when all Lests in the syS" test plan 
have been executed su·cccssfully. Since the :zystem test plan 
must specify the expected output and the criteria for 
determining whether or not the test was successful (see Sec-
tion B.G of Appendix B), the conditions for system in~egra­
tion .and testing completion are not ambiguous. 
Toward the end of this phase, the development t~am must pre-
pare for the beginning of acceptance testing. They must 
become familiar with the acceptance test plan and the ac-
ceptance test pr.ocedures. They must obtain the computer 
resources necessary for acceptance testing and modify the 
JCL, command procedures, and so on! to perform the accept-
ance tests. The development team must also begin to in-
struct the acceptance test team--by demonstrations and 
documentation--in the system's operation. 
3.5.2 END PRODUCTS 
At the end of the system tp.sting phase, the completed system 
is available. The only new product of this phase is 
o Test results from the system test plan. 
The remaining products are updated" versions of products pro-
duced during implementation: 
9108 
o Completed code for the. system, including changes 
made to correct discrepancies identified by system 
testing 
Q Supporting files necessary for building and execut-
ing the system (for example, JCL, command proce-
dures, and load modules) 
Updated dcafts of the user's guide and system de-
scription, reflecting the state of the system at 
the compl~tion of system testing 
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System Testing 
3.5.3 METHODOLOGIES 
,~. '.. .. 
The"methodologies used during system testing are a subset of 
those used during the implementation phase: 
o Project notebook. 
~ Data collection. 
(t Librarians. 
6 Unit development folders. 
o Formal recording of changes. 
o Functional (thread) testing. 
c Configuration management procedures, Strict ad-
herence is. essential. Because all code is under configura-
tion control at this time, any changes to the code in the 
permanent source code libraries must be made according to 
the established procedures and must be reccrded by means of 
development change forms. The configuration control proce-
dures Ilsed must ensure that the load modules being tested 
cor~espond to the code in the project's l~braries. Although 
requirements and design changes are not frequent this late 
i~ the life cycle, when they do oc~ur, the same formal re-
cording mechanisms for requirements questions and changes 
and design questions and changes must be used as is recom-
mended in the preceding life cycle phases. 
o Formal test plans. The system tes~ plan is the 
basis for system testing. The tests specified are designed 
to verify the system's end-to-end functional processing ca-
pabilities or threads. The system test plan is written and 
carried out by the developers. The system test plan fre-
quently contains a number of tests specified in the build! 
release test plans (see Section 3.4.3.6, page 3-49) • 
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3.5.4 TOOLS 
Managers continue to "~i~'~he following'tools: 
o An online configuration management tool (for ex-
ample, CAT) 
o An online source code library management system, if 
available 
3.5.5 HEASURES 
The following subsections present various measures and eval-
uation criteria for assessing system testing. 
3.5.5.1 Objective Measures 
The objective measures that managers must monitor during 
system testing are the same as those of the implementation 
phase (see Section 3.4.5.1, page 3-51): 
o Actual productivity rates for the completed system 
versus planned productivity rates (number of lines of code, 
number of.modules, and number of pages of documentation per 
effort unit). 
o Error rate (number of errors per '1000 lines of code). 
s Number of changes to code in the project's perma" 
nent source code libraries. 
o Number of identified discrepancies versus number of 
resolved discrepancies. 
CI Computer usage rate (number of minutes per' 
1000 lines of code) • 
C Actual size of completed system versus planned size 
(number of lines of code, number of modules, and number of 
pages of documentation). Comparing actual versus planned 
system size and productivity rates enables managers to eval-
uate the accuracy of the process they used to estimate sys-
t"',, ,. ~,-e, resources, cost, and schedules. This information 
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adds to existing historical knowledge about the estimation 
, process and can hel~~~~~iake this process more accurate for 
future projects. The actual computer usage rate for the 
completed system can also be useful in estimating required 
computer resources for future projects. 
3.5.S.2 Evaluation Griteria 
Because the products of this phase are basically updated 
versions of those produced during implementation, the sub-
jective criteria for evaluating their quality and complete-
ness are similar to those used in the preceding life.cycle 
phase (see Section 3.4.5.2, page 3-53). Managers can con-
sider the following questions: '.:,', 
9108 
«) 'How reliable is the code? What is the confidence 
level of the system performing without failure? 
Is the cu~~ maintainable? How. easily can changes 
be introduced, tested, and verified? 
o How stable has the code been? 
Q Have the configuration management procedures for 
the system been strictly followed? Are the source 
code and load modules consistent? 
~ Have the results of the system tests been thoroughly 
reviewed by developers and managers for discrep-
ancies? 
Do the test results meet the system requirements 
for each test in the system test plan? Does the 
system satisfy all requirements? 
o Is the documentation complete and correct? Does it 
reflect the state of the completed system? 
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1.5.6 KEY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
The manager's primary corid~rns during this phase are iden-
tical to those in the preceding,.lifecycle phase ·and include 
both plnnning and monitoring. Specifically, mnnngers 
o Ensure adherence to 
Reporting procedures 
Data collection procedures 
Quality assurance procedures 
Guidelines/standards 
Configuration management procedures, espe-
cially change control 
o Monitor adherence to the planned schedule and ex-
penditure of resources, and update cost and resource esti-
mates and schedules 
0 Ensure that all facets of the project are com-
pletely visible 
G Review test results for each test in the system 
test plan 
o Review system documentation 
o Resolve discrepancies identified by system testing 
o Plan the transition to the acceptance testing phase. 
Managers must ensure that the data is available to perform 
the tests specified in t~e acceptance test plan and that 
arrangements have been made to provide all computer resources 
required ·for acceptance testing. Transition planning is 
especially important for the acceptance testing phase be-
cause the development team must work with two different 
groups 'the acceptance test team and maintenance and opera-
tion personnel}. Managers must ensure that the procedures 
to be followed during acceptance testing are well defined 
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and understood by thedevelopm~nt team. Managers must also 
supervise the instruc~i~~ bf t~~ acceptance test team and 
operators in the system's operation. Providing this in-
struction is the developer~' responsibility. Special 
emphasis is placed on enforcing the strict change control 
procedures for the project's online source code library 
during system testing and acceptance testirig activities. 
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The recommended software development guidelines for th~ ac-
ceptance testing phas,e'a/~e ~,escribed in detail below. 
3.6.1 MAJOR ACTIVITIES 
Acceptance testing begins at the end of the sy~tem testing 
phase, when all tests in the system test plan have been exe-
cuted satisfactorily by the developers. Before acceptance 
testing begins, an acceptance test plan is prep~red by th~. 
acceptance test team, b~sed on the information in the func-
tional specifications and requirements document. The system 
is then tested ~ccording to this plan. 
During acceptance testing, an independent acceptance test 
team testi the sys~em to valtda~e that the software meets 
:' .. 
all requirements. The development team assists the accept-
ance test team. Specifically, the development team 
9108 
o Builds the system from the project's permanent 
source code libraries 
o Provides training for users and operators 
9 Sets up and executes tests as specified in the ac-
ceptance test plan at the direction of the accept-
ance test team 
o Participates with the acceptance test team in.the 
review of the test results 'to identify discrepancies 
o Corrects the code to. fix any errors identified by 
the acceptance tests 
C Provides user assistance to the acceptance test team 
o Completes the final versions of the user's guide 
and system description 
Delivers the final system to the customer 
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Four important activities are described in more detail below. 
" Agree on test: 'p'rocedures. Before acceptance test-
ing begin~, the procedures for acceptance testing must be 
agreed ,on by the managers of both the development and the 
acceptance test teams and given to the team members. The 
procedures must specify whether all tests will be run before 
code is changed to resolve discrepancies. It modifications 
to the code are allowed as testing progresses, the effect of 
these modifications on the testing process must be ad-
dressed. (For example, will acceptance testing start over 
after each modification or will all tests be completed be-
fore they are rerun?) The procedures must also spe~ify the 
respective responsibilities of the development and the ac-
ceptance testing team members and the lines of communication 
between these two teams, their managers, and the operations 
personnel with whom the teams must work to perform the ac-
ceptance testing. 
o Understand the test plan. The acceptance test plan 
prepared by the acceptance test team is similar to the re-
lease and system test plans prepared by the development team 
(see Section B.6 of Appendix B). For each test to be per-
formed, the acceptance test plan must specify the purpose of 
the test (that is, the specific functional capabilities or 
requirements being tested)~ detailed descriptions of the 
input and required environment, and the operational proce-
dure to be used (also see Reference 20). The acceptance 
test team supplies test data for the acceptance testing and 
provides the de~elopment team with all,requir~d external 
data sets. The development team sets up and performs the 
tests according to the specifications in the acceptanc~ test 
plan. 
The acceptance test plan must also specify the expected out-
put for each test to be performed and the criterLl for 
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determining whether or not the teGt results are acceptable. 
The development and acceptance' test teams must be able to 
agree on which discrepancies identified by the testing must 
be corrected before the system is accepted. The acceptance 
testing phase is considered complete when all tests speci- ' 
fied by the acceptance test plan have executed succe~sfully. 
Because the acceptance test plan contains pass/f.ail criteria 
for each t~st, the conditions for acceptance testing comple-
tion are not ambiguous. 
a Deliver the system. After the successful comple-
tion of acceptance testing, the developers formally deliver 
the accepted system to the customer. They clean up all 
files and they prepar~ ~nd deliver'a system delivery tape. 
They also deliver the final versicins of the user's guid9 and 
system description (see Section' 3.4.2, page 3-45). After 
the system has been formally delivered, it becomes the re-
sponsibility of a maintenance and operation group. The 
maintenance and operation phase of the software development 
life cycJe is not addressed in this document. 
Q Participate in the operational readiness review 
(ORR). After the successful compl~tion of acceptance test-
ing, an ORR is held to evaluate the readiness of the system 
to support operations. The ORR is attended by the develop-
ment team managers, the acceptance test team managers, the 
maintenance and operation team managers, and others involved 
with the system. See Section A.4 of Appendix A far details 
about the ORR. 
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3.6.2 END PRODUCTS 
At the cnd of the acc'ept~-i{cie testing phase, the accepted 
/ 
system is delivered to the customer. Some products of this 
phase are updated versions of products previously begun: 
e Completed code for the accepted system, including 
changes made to correct discrepancies identified by 
acceptance testing 
& Supporting files necessary for building and execut-
ing the system (for example, JeL, command proce-
dures, and load modules) 
o Final version of the user's guide 
c Final version of the system description 
Three products are new: 
o Test results from the acceptance test plan. 
e System delivery tape. 
e Software development history. Within 3 months af-
ter system delivery, the program manager, with input from 
the project manager, writes a software development history 
for the project. This report summarizes development and 
evaluates the technical and managerial aspects of the proj-
ect from a software engineering point of view. The purpose 
of the report is to allow development managers to become 
familiar with successf~l and unsuccessful practices and to 
provide them with a basis for improving the development 
process and product. See Section 8.9 of Appendix B for the 
format and contents of the software development history. 
3.6.3 METHODOLOGIES 
For acceptance testing, the SEL recommends the same method-
Ologies as for the system testing phase (Section 3.5.3, 
page 3-61) • 
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3.6.4 TOOLS 
The tools recommended'for.use in'the acceptance testing 
phase are the same as those recommended throughout the soft-
ware life cycle: CAT and an online source code library man-
agement system. 
, 3.6.5 MEASURES 
The objective measures and evaluation criteria recow~ended 
by the SEL for use during the acceptance testing phase are 
the sU.me as those recommended for use during the system 
testing phase (Sections 3.5.5.1 and 3.5.5.2, pages 3-62 and 
3-63) • 
3.6.6 KEY ~~NAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
Monitoring is the key activity for managers during this 
phase. Several management activities are identical to those 
in the preceding life cycle phase. Spe~ifically, the man-
'agers 
e Ensure adherence to 
Reporting procedures. 
Data collection procedures. 
Quality assurance procedures. 
Guidelines/standards. 
Configuration management procedures, espe-
cially change control. The managers must en-
sure that all changes are coordinuted with 
acceptance testing activities and are made 
according to established acceptance testing 
procedures •. 
G Monitor adherence to the planned schedule and ex-
penditure of resources, and update cost and resource esti-
mates and schedules. At the end of this phase, development 
is complete, and the actual cost and resource expenditures 
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throughou~ the project are known. Managers can compare 
these figures to the estima~es produced during each life 
cycle phase to understand the estimation process better so 
that they can make more accurate pr&dictions for future 
projects. 
G Ensure that all facets of the project are com-
pletely visible. 
These activities are specific to the acceptance testing 
phase: 
o Particieate in the review of ~.(:ceptance test results 
o Resolve discrepancies identified by acc~tance 
testins 
o Ensure cooperation among' the various srou~ in-
volved during this phase (for example, development team per-
sonnel, accept'ance test team personnel, maintenance and 
operation support personnel, and librarians) and their 
adherence to established acceptance testing procedures 
Schedule and participate in the ORR, and ensure 
that all pertinent groups participate 
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Directing and controlling the execution of the development 
plan is the most;important aspect of the development man-
ager's job once a feasible plcin 1s produced. By definition, 
requirements change. For some complex requirementc, design-
ing an .implementati6n may take several tries. In some 
cases, the design may not be implementable because of a 
change in computer haidware configur~tion or limitations. 
Certainly the development project staff changes, end the 
personality of individuals may change. 'In short, the devel-
opment process is very dynamic. Therefore, the successful 
execution of even the most complete plans involves 
e Carefully measuring or assessing development prog-
ress and team performance (see Section 4.1) 
o Recognizing the dan~er signals or warning signs of 
problems that will prevenr. proper execution of the 
plan (see Section 4.2) 
Taking appropriate steps to solve problems once 
they have been accurately identified so that the 
real problems are addressed--not their symptoms 
(see Section 4.3) 
Data Collection 
If the development manager expects to manage a development 
project successfully, he or she must measure it in some con-
crete way to assess general and specific progress. Measur-
ing the per:ormance of team members is also essential, since 
it will indicate team strengths and weaknesses, aceas for 
training, and potential pr6blem areas. To measure the 
process in a concrete manner, the managers muse collect ap-
propriate data, monltor its collection, and then use t~e 
data (1) for comparison with past projects, (2) in predic-
tivemodels, and/or (3) with conveneional t~chniques ct 
progress assessment. 
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The SEL stresses the importance of collecting and archiving 
data throughout the software development process, not only 
for monitoring the de'\;elopment project, but also for under-
standing the enviro~ment and evaluating the effects of new 
technologies on productivity and reliability. Key data 
types to be collected throughout the project include 
o Rasic project statistics (estimated and act~al num-
bers of modules and source lines of code and the 
start and end dates for each life cycle phase) 
,0 Resource data (weekly expenditures of resources for 
technical staff, managers, secretaries, librarians, 
publications personnel, and computer usage) 
o Change and growth data (the number of source lines 
of code and number of modules entered into the sys-
tem by week and the number of changes made to the 
system by week) 
Activity data (week~y summary of hours spent in 
various project activities by each member of the 
technical staff) 
o Change data (change repor't forms for all changes to 
the design and code after it has been placed under 
configuration control) 
o Subjective evaluation data from managers aft~r com-
pletion of project phases 
The SELls Guide to Data Collection (Reference 21) provides 
further recommendations on this topic. 
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'rh(~ precedinq p.lqe cont.:llns a briet: list of me.:asures thdt 
, 'th~ SEL has round b~n~f k 131 in mon i tor in~ the sta tus of 
dev~lopm~nt projects. Continually lower frequencies of 
........ ~ .... ,') , 
clh'lnqc, smaller fluc'tllations in estim .. \tes, ilnd sm311tH 
discrepancies in pl.:lnned-versus-actu~l reports (i.e., con-
vergelicu toward ~oals) 3S development iroqresscs are strong 
indic.:l tlHS tlh\ t the deve lopmt~nt ttHlm has tht~ project under 
control. Opposite t~ndcncies usually indicate the develop-
ment of probl~ms. 
'l'h~ development st.'ltm; indicators .'ll"e descr ibed below. 
FruqulmC)' l,f schedu le/mi lestone ch.lnges. Dur in~ th~ d~\'el­
opment life cycle, the development managers .:are able to make 
b~tter estim3tes of system si=e and the effort required for 
d~velopm~nt: there(or~, they are able to make better esti-
Illates of completion d.ltes. AltlllJugh the estimates drc ex-
pel.'!ted t~) Cl1.1nge pt~rh)dic311~', the frequency ,1nd magnitude 
ot tI\l~ ch.,nges should continu31ly decrease throughout the 
d~ve10pm~nt lif~ cycle. Uy monitorin~ this simple data 
point clost~ly, especially once impll~mentation starts, a m.:ln-
ager may be able to identify probl~ms early. 
ConBicit,~ncy in or-l.,niz.ltion.,l structure comparl~d with 
ori~inat pl~ns. Th~ development mana~ers usually 0r~~ni=~ 
their p~rs0nnl~1 b~fore .1 proje~t st.lrts .lnd mak~ minor ad-
justments \"hil~ pl·eparin~ the dev~lopment plan durinq re-
qllirelll~nts 311.\lY5i9 ,1nd prelimilhlry desiljn. Sl\bst.H\ti~l 
Ch.ln'_l('~; tlJ tlws(' pl.1n:.> l\su.,lly indil.'!;)te pr .. ,blems. l)ne 
~\'mmIJn ex.,mple i:; thl~ lInpl.1nn~d .1ppear.\I\ce of .\ senior group 
of per~;onl1t~l--:n,'rt..' :;enh)r tlwn the deVt~l"plllellt te.lm--whost..' 
~,dVlHtist~d task in qu.,Uty .lSSllr.lllce, .l di(t:kult desi~n 
i'r~'t)ll~m, or .11\ indl~p~l\dL'nt .lSSL'St;ml~nt. ,\ second ex.1IT\pll.~ is 
the prL':":ence l..lf .1 sl~ni\1l· p~r:.; .. )n \1/1\\) .1pPL'.\n, tl.l bt' l"lInnin'.1 
tIlt' l.)per.ltil.)1\ but '''ho h.lt, Ill) l)ttil.'!i.ll role. ,\ third ex-
.\mplt' u; diffll!;i.)I\ "f tilL' pr ... )ject m.ln"'.l~r'H ""[" It.:'.ldl'r's 
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Status Indicators 
responsibilities, Le., delegation of ncarly total responsi-
bility for pieces of the system to other development team 
members. 
,A' ':"'F I 
Fluctuation in EE,2ject staff level and Gystern size esti-
mates. As work progresses throughout the development life 
cycle, the development managers are able to make better 
estimates of system size, required effort, cost, and 
schedule. The uncertainty in these estimates will decrease 
and the confidence in them will increase after each phase of 
development (see Figure Coolon page C-B of Appendix C) • 
Estimates that reach or exceed the normal limits of uncer .. 
tainty indicate problems with plans, understanding of the 
project, or staff composition. 
History of number and type of-THO items for requirements and 
design. A large number of TBO items or a small number of 
severeTBO items for requirements usually indicates a system 
definition problem. During design, large numbers of TBD 
items or severe TBD items indicate a lack of understanding 
by, or inexperience of, the development team. 
I 
Ease of access to informa tion on W'oject status, schedules '. 
and plans. All development managers prepare a development 
plan and maintain a project notebook, which are kept up to 
date in a central repository. Yet it is not uncommon to 
solicit information from a project manager or leader and 
receive the response "Illl have to check." The longer it 
takes the team leaders to respond, the more suspicious 
higher level managers should be about the quality and use-
fulness of project plans and-records. 
Frequency and amount of unusually long hours required or 
planned to attain certain objectives. The list of reasons 
for overtime hours is long and includes getting the most 
up-to-date material together for formal reviews, meeting 
maJor milestones, recovering from late sortware/interrace 
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deliveries or hardwaro failures, and covering for staffing 
problems. Sometimes the overtime hours are necessary and 
expected: however, overuse of this practice is frequently 
indica tive of probie~s- wi th" the staff's qualif ica tions, the 
stafr level, or the team's leadership. (Inexperienced proj-
ect manugers/leadcrs, who are the most qualified to perform 
most development tasKs, frequently do certain functions 
themselves because they think it is faster that way, rather 
than enlisting the team's help.) 
Level of detail (both technical and managerial) understood 
and controlled by the project manager ~nd project leader. 
All development managers prepare a development plan anri 
maintain an up-to-date project notebook. The project man-
ager's responsibilities are technical consultation and man-
~gcment of the development plan (technical, management, and 
configuration control approaches). The project leader's 
responsibilities are technical direction and day-tc-da~' 
supervision of project activities. Yet it is ndt u~common 
for the team leaders to be unable to respond to queries at 
status meetings. The more frequently the team leaders are 
unable to respond, the more suspicious higher level managers 
should be about the level of control that the team leaders 
have over the project. 
Discrepancies in staff level and workload. All development 
organizations use some algorithm for determining staff 
levels, based on the type and amount of each type of work to 
- -be done. The workload and staff levels, whIch are recorded 
in the development plan, change throughout the development 
life cycle. Discrepancies between these and the plan 
indicate problemn. 
Discrepancies iu planned weekly staff l~vel and computer 
~'::"9.e or in comparison with past projects. A decrease in 
the weekly staff level may indicate a temporary or permanent 
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',' ", 
loss of perso~nel fro~ the project to another project7 an 
increase may indica~e an attempt to remedy a deficiency. A 
decrease or slow start in using the computer may indicate 
,that the development team is engaged in some other activity 
(for example, design) rather than ~esting. 
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Danger S 19na is 
The SEL has monitored many s6ftware development projects, 
some of which were considered very successful and some of 
which were considered.)~$~ than.~~ccessful. From this ex-
perience, the SEL has ~6cipiled ~ brief list of indicators 
(preceding page) that often characterize serious ~roblems 
within the project. 
These indicators ~re described below. 
, 
Scheduled capabilities delayed to a later build/release. 
Assuming that a build/release approach to implementation is 
being followed, the single most important Signal of serious 
problems during implementation is rescheduling capabilities 
from one build/release to a later one. Although it is some-
times necessa~y to reschedule capabilities, the consistent 
rescheduling of capabilities from one build/release to 
another as a completion date nears often indicates serious 
problems. 
Coding started too early. It is not uncommon for develop-
ment projects to be fully staffed too early or overstaffed, 
although it seems as though most projects are understaffed 
or staffed too late. Starting coding too early, i.e., be-
fore a design from which coding can start has been approved, 
is a signal that the development team will end up building 
on the structure of a system that is not best suited to 
satisfy the total requirements. 
Numerous chanaes made to the initial software develop~ent 
plan. \vhen the development managers make numerous changes 
to the initial development plan, it is a signal that they 
are inexperienced and are reacting to internal problems 
I 
rather than solving them. 
Guildelines or planned procedures deemphasized or deleted. 
~'ihen the development m-lnagers suggest th-lt the deletlon or 
deemphasis of a I cthod or procedure will S-lve time -lnd help 
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to make a deadline, ·it is a nearly certain signal that the 
deadline will be made in a questionable manner, if at all, 
and that makeup work will be needed later to complete the 
activity correctly.,' , 
Sudden changes in staffing (magnitude) suqgested or made. A 
sure ~ignal of serious problems is the sudden suggestion or 
applicatio~ of unplanned staff increases. 
Excessive documentation and paperwork with little direct 
bearin9 on required documentation prepared. When develop-
ment managers suggest the complete, detailed, formal docu-
mentation of each activity, it is a signal that they are 
inexperienced and that cost and schedule problems are immi-
nent. Complete, detailed, formal documentation does not 
ensure success when the t~a~le~ders' effort Is diverted 
from managing the technical aspects of the project. 
Continual increase in numbers of Tao items and ECRs meas-
~. A continual increase in the number of TBD items is a 
clear signal that technical problems are not being re-
solved. A continual increase in the number of TBD require-
ments and engineering change requests (ECRs) is a signal 
that the requirements are not adeq~atelY defined or stated. 
Decrease in estimated effort for s~stem testing suggested or 
made. When the development managers suggest or make a de-
crease in the estimated effort for system testing, it is a 
signal that they are inexperienced or they are excessively 
scheduling to success. with acceptance testing, system 
testing is the most sequential phase in the development 
process. Little can be done to compress the full testing 
phases. Assuming that testing can be compressed to make up 
for slippages in earlier phases leads to a loss of credi-
bility in the development organization when the system is 
not ready on time or is flawed in operation. 
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Reliance on other ~ources for soon-to-be-availa.ble ~ 
~. Every experienced developer and manager recognizes 
the cost benefits oi';~sincj cKisting noftwure or soon-to-be-
existing software. Hot-lever, all management levels of the 
development team must be especially concerned when the 
successful execution of their development plans depends on 
other sources for their system's software capability. 
Managers' concern should increase inversely proportionately 
to the level of control they have over the ~ource who is 
. 
developing the capability. For e>tample, a loosely re ... ated 
project in the same organization is greater cause for con-
cern than a closely related project in the same development 
organization: another contractor or a vendor is an even 
greater concern. The obvious problems with externally de-
veloped software are (1) it is always late and (2) it is 
never fully checked out. 
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Corrective Measures 
Once the development manager has r~cognized that there i~ d 
problem, he or she mu.st .corre,ct the problem. The preceding 
"', ~ .', .' ! 
t>age contains a br ie'f' list of correcti'le measures that tne 
SEL has found effective. Dependi~g on the problem, one or 
more of these corrective measures may be ueces~~ry. 
Frequently, when developme~t manager.s find their projects in 
difficulty, they have a ~endency to 
G Shortcut procedures, i.e., to cut out th~ presum~d 
"busy" or no~essential work and to concentrate on 
the "real" work 
o And staff (usually junior level) co he~p bailout 
o Plu~ge ahead to meet milestones with some kind of 
product 
The SELls experience, however, shows ~hat, more often than 
. : 
not, thesp,; steps compound problems. The corrective neasures 
(pr.eceding page) suggested by the SEL ~re usually counter to 
the normal tenuency: that is, they increase and tighten pro-
cedures, reduce staff levels (or rcp~ace junior with senior 
staff) I and slow down the proc~ss to get a better handle ~n 
it or to better define the obj~ctive. The following su~sec­
tions list the basIc developmp.nt p~oblem ~reas and the sug-
gested steps to correct them. 
4.3.1 BASIC PROBLEM AREAS 
The following is a list of the basic problem areas: 
1. Develnpment plan problems 
2. Requirements or design problems 
3. Confusion with 
a. Development plan 
b. Requirements or design 
c. Development plan execution 
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4. System growth problems because of 
a. Poor diiecti6n 
b. Staff ability 
c. Major requirements changes 
d. Many minor requirements changes 
e. Incomplete facets of project 
5. Changes or decrease in scope of plans 
6. Configuration problems 
7. Schedule probl~ms 
4.3.2 STEPS FOR CORREC'l'IVE ACTION 
Following the outline abov~ (Section 4.3.1) t this sUbsection 
presents the steps to follow to correct problems in each of 
the basic problem arens. 
1. When there are serious problems with the developmen~ 
plan, 
a. Stop development activity. 
b. Complete and/or review plans. 
c. Follow through with plans. 
2. When there are serious problems with requirements or 
desiqn, 
a. Stop staff growth. 
b. Decide which are appropriate: 
(1) Decrease the scope of the system. 
(2) Solve problems before proceeding. 
(3) Replace junior ~ersonnel with senior personnel •. 
3. When there is confusiori. 
a. Obtain an accurate assessment of the cause. 
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3. When there is confusio~ (continued), 
b. When the development plan is the cause of confusion, 
(1) Stop development ~ctivity. 
(2) Complete and/or review plans. 
(3) Follow through with plans. 
c. When requirements or design is the cause of con-
fusion, 
(1) Stop staff growth. 
(2) Decide which are appropriate: 
(a) Decrease the scope of the system. 
(b) solv~ problem? before proceeding_ 
(c) Replace junior personnel with senior per-
sonnel. 
d. \~hen plan e,:ecl\tion ie.; the cause of confusion, 
(1) Decide which are appropriate: 
(a) Decrease staff size to a manageable level. 
(b) Replace junior team leaders with senior 
leaders. 
(c) Replace junior team members with senior 
people. 
(2) Create intermediate products and milestones 
for rev ie\-... 
(3) Increase status reviews to improve direction. 
(4) Follow through with plans. 
4. When there is inadequate system arowth (proaress),' 
9108 
a. Obta~n an accurate independent as~essment ~au~it) 
o E the prob1~m. 
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4. When there is inadequate system growth (continued), 
b. Whcn poor direction inhibits system growth, 
9108 
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(1) Decide which is appropriate: 
(a) Decrease staf.f uize to a manageable level. 
(b) Replace junior team leaders with senior 
leaders. 
(2) Create intermediate products and milestones 
for review. 
(3) Increase status reviews to improve direction 
and to tighten management procedures. 
(4) Follow through with plans. 
c. When staff ability inhibits system arowth, 
(1) During design, replace junior team members 
with senior personnel to complete design • 
. (2) During implementation, add intermediate- to 
senior-level personnel to, complete implementa-
tion. 
(3) During testing, add senior personnel to solve 
problems and to improve direction. 
d. When major requirements changes inhibit system 
growth, 
(1) Stop staff growth. 
(2) Decide which are appropriate: 
(a) Decrease the scope of the system. 
(b) Solve problems before proceeding. 
(c) Replace junior personnel with senior per-
sonnel. 
4-19 
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4. When there is inadequate system growth (continued), 
e. When many minc~ requirements chang~s inhibit system 
growth, 
(1) During design and early implementation, 
(a) Stop staff growth. 
(b) Decide which are appropriate: 
i. Decrease the scope of the system. 
ii. Solve problems before proceeding. 
iii. Replace junior personnel with 
senior personnel. 
(2) During implementation, hold changes and com-
plete implementation of a build of the system 
first. 
(3) During testing, hold changes and complete 
testing of a version of the system first. 
f. When an incomplete facet inhibits system growth, 
(1) Decide which is appropriate: 
(a) Redirect senior personnel from less 
important or low-priority work to com-
plete design or implementation. 
(b) Add senior personnel to complete design 
or implementation. 
(2) During testing, add senior personnel to solve 
problems. 
5. When there is a significant change or decrease in the 
scope of the development plan, 
a. Obtain an accurate assessment of motivation. 
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5. When there is a significant ch~nge or decrease in the 
scope of the development plan (continued), 
9108 
, 
b. When confusion causes change of plan, 
(1) When the develoemcnt plan is the-caune of con-
fusion, 
(a) Stop development activity. 
(b) Complete and/or review plans. 
(c) Follow through with plans. 
(2) When requirements or design is the cause of 
confusion, 
(a) Stop staff growth. 
(b) Decide which are appropriate: 
i. Decrease the scope of the system. 
il. Solve problems before proceeding. 
iii. Replace junior personnel with 
senior personnel. 
(3) When development pla~execution is the cause 
of confusion 
(a) Decide which are appropriate: 
i. Decrease staff size to a manageable 
level. 
ii. Replace junior team leaders with 
senior leaders. 
c. When inadequate system growth (proqress) causes 
change of plan, 
(1) Obtain an accurate independent assessment 
(audit) of the problem. 
(2) When poor direction inhibits system growth, 
follow steps (1) through (4) in item 4b. 
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c. When inadequate system growth (progress) causes 
change of plan;'(continued), 
,(3) When stoff ability inhibits system qrowth, 
follow steps indicated in item 4c. 
(4) When major requirements changes inhibit system 
growth, follow steps (1) and (2) in item 4d. 
(5) When many minor requirements changes inhibit 
system qrowth, follow steps indicated in 
item 4e. 
(6) When an incomplete facet inhibits system 
growth, follow steps indicated in item 4f. 
6. When there are problems 'with configuration control, 
a. Obtain an accurate assessment of weak areas. 
b. Firm' up and tighten configuration management proce-
dures. 
c. Follow through with plans. \ 
7. When there are problems in maintaining schedules, 
9108 
s. Obtain an accurate indepe~dent assessment (audit) 
of cause. 
b. When confusion causes schedule slippage, 
(1) When the development plan is the cause of con-
fusion, 
(a) Stop development activity. 
(b) Complete and/er review plans. 
(c) Follow through with plans. 
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b. "When confusion causes schedule slippage (continued), 
(2) When re~uirements or design is the cause of 
confusion, 
(a) Stop staff growth. 
(b) Decide which are appropriate: 
i. Decrease the scope of the system. 
ii. Solve problems before proceeding. 
iii. Replace junior personnel with 
senior personnel. 
(3) When development plan execution is the cause 
,-
of confusion, decide \';hich are appropr iate: 
(a) Decrease staff size to a manageable level. 
(b) Replace junior team leaders with senior 
leaders. 
c. When inadequate system growth (progress) causes 
schedule sliEEa~, 
(1) Obtain an accurate independent assessment 
(audit) of the problem. 
(2) When poor direction inhibits system growth, 
follow steps (1) through (4) in item 4b. 
(3) When staff ability inhibits system qrowth, 
follow steps indicated in item 4c. 
(4) When major requirements changes inhibit system 
growth, follow steps (1) and (2) in item 4d. 
(5) When many minor requirements changes inhibit 
system growth, follow steps indicated in 
item 4e. 
(6) When an incomplete facet inhibits system 
growth, follow steps indicated in item 4f. 
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The preceding sections of this document present the software 
development and munagement pr~ctices, techniques, and. aids 
that the SEL hus found beneficial., This section identifies 
key aspects of successful software development projects and 
discusses the application of the recommended approach. 
The following subsections contain three lists identifying 
key aspects of software development: 
Ten key "Do's~ for project success 
@ Ten key "Don'ts" for project success 
c Ten key points for assessing the quality of a 
project 
These lists are derived from SEL experience using the recom-
mended approach. 
section 5.1 lists and describes the 10 most important guide-
lines for managing a successful development p~oject: Sec-
tion 5.2, the 10 most important things to avoid in managing 
a development project. Section 5.3 highlights the 10 key 
points nost useful in evaluating or ass~ssing (auditing) a 
softwar~ development project. No particular order of prior-
ity is implied in any of these lists. 
Section 5.4 discusses the application of the recommended 
approach to software development. 
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10 DOs 
The SELls 10 most important "DOs" for project success are 
descr ibed belo"l. ',.;.: " 
Use a small senior staff for the early life cycle phaies. A 
small'group of experienced senior personnel is better 
equipped to determine the 'approach, to prepare the software 
development plan, to set priorities and organize the work, 
and to establish reanonable schedules. With a lnrge team, 
there is a tendency to begin design or coding to keep people 
busy before the actual problem is known. 
Develop and adhere to a software development plan. This 
plan defines project organization and responsibilities: life 
cycle phases, approaches, intermediate and end products: 
approach guidelines and standards: product completion and 
acceptance criteria; configuration.management procedures: 
mechanisms for accounting status; product and progress re-
views; cost and schedule reviews: and.contingency plans. 
All development team members must know the plan and adhere 
to it. 
Define specific intermediate and end products. Specific 
intermediate and end products for each life cycle phase give' 
the deve~,pment team well-focused ~hort-term goals, provide 
the team with a sense of accomplishment, and provid~ a means 
to measure and evaluate progress. 
Examine alternative approaches. Alternative approaches, and 
the rationale for them, must be considered and evaluated in 
terms of project objectives and constraints, such as 
schedule, cost, team skill mix, availability of resources, 
and existing software. This is especially important during 
design. Do not assume that there is only one way of per-
forming the task; seriously examine at least one other ap-
proach to the design. 
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Usc formal testing. Because all testing (unit, system inte-
gr~tion, acceptance) makes up 40 to 60 percent of a completed 
project's effort, cost, and schedule, it must be a well-
organized and efficient process. Avoid a haphazard approach 
to testing: develop a test plan and follow it. 
Use a 'central repository. Keep all development records and 
materials available in a central location so that the devel-
opment process and progress are visible to management. Keep 
the repository organized and up to date throughout the proj-
ect. 
KeeE a detailed list of TBD items. Classify TBD items by 
severity of impact in terms of system size, required effort, 
" 
cost, and schedule and set p~ior~ties for their resolution. 
Assign appropriate personnei'to~~solve TBD items and follow 
their progress closely'to ensure timely resolution. 
, " 
Update system size, required effort, cost, and schedule 
estimates. Do not insist on maintaining original estimates 
of the system size, required effort, cost, and schedule. 
Requirements de change, the composition of the development 
team changes, and problems are en~9untered throughout the 
project. Most important, more information is learned about 
the size and complexity of the problem as the project pro-
gresses. Each phase of the life cycle provides new and re-
fined information to improve the estimates and to plan the 
project more effectively. 
Allocate 30 percent of effort for integration and testing. 
The activities in the system integration and testing and the 
acceptance testing phases are the most sequential in the 
development process. These phases account for 20 to 
40 percent of a completed project's total effort, cost, and 
schedule~ and little can be done to compress or reduce the 
work required in these phases. The code must be complete 
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and unit tested before entering the system integration and 
testing phase. Avoid'"the common error of assuming that the 
integration ana testing effort can be compressed to make up 
for slippages in the schedule during design and implementa-
tion. 
EKperiment. In an age of increasingly scarce resources, 
review effectiveness, identify areas for improv~ment, and 
take steps to make the improvements. Acquire new skills, 
examine alternative approaches, and test and evaluate 
changes. Try new teChniques. Using the same methods this 
year that were used 2 or 3 years ago indicates a lack of 
growth. 
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10 Don'ts 
Don't assume that a large amount of documentation ensures 
success. Each phase of the life cycle does not necessarily 
. require a formally produced document to provide a clear 
I . . 
starting point for the next phas~. The level of formality 
'and amount cf detail to bu provided in the documentation 
must be determined by the project size, the life cycle dura-
tion, and t~e lifetime of the system. For exa~ple, 
intermediate-sized projects (4 to 12 staff-years of effort) 
of 18 months' duration or less do not require a formally 
I produced preliminary design document. By the time the 
material is prepared (edited, typed, reviewed, and so on), 
the design document is obsolete. 
Don't deviate from the approved design. As development pro-
gresses, developers may tend·to implement a slightly dif-
ferent design that still satisfies the requirements. The 
managers must control this tendency by holding design walk-
throughs. Modifications by individual developers may be 
correct in the local sense but not for ~he system as a whole. 
Don't assume that relaxinq standards reduces cost. When a 
failure to meet a deadline seems imminent, managers and de-
velopers sometimes attempt shortcuts by relaxing configura-
tioll control procedures, data collection procedures, design 
formalism, or coding standards. In the long run, panic ac-
tions cause greater problems and added expense and do not 
usually succeed in making the deadline anyway. 
Don't assume that the pace will increase later in the proj-
ect. When design, implementation, or testing is progress-
i~g slowly, assign additional senIor personnel to help 
and/or make schedule adjustments. The workrate for a given 
activity is characteristic of the particular development 
team--it generally does not change within a short period of 
time. .Do not assume that the team will work faster later on. 
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Don't assume that intermediate Gchedule slippage can be 
absorbed in a later J?hase. ~lhen some part of ,the design 
must be completed durin~j1mplementation, or when some part 
of the implementation must be completed during system test-
ing, the later phase will not be completed on time unless 
extra staff is added well before its scheduled completion. 
It is a common mistake of managers and overly optimistic 
developers to assume that the team will be more productive 
later on. The work rate of the team cannot be changed ap-
preciably because the project is approaching completion of a 
phase, especially in the later phases of development, when 
the process is mo~t sequential. Because little can be done 
to compress the schedule during the later life cycle phases, 
the manage~s must change the schedule or apply additional 
staff as soon as the problem 'is' known. 
Don't assume that every~hing will fit together smoothly at 
the end. Managers erroneously assume that late pieces of 
design, code, or testing will contain few or no errors and 
will fit into the system with rninimalintegr~tion effort. 
The work of the developers will not be of higher quality 
later in the project than it was earlier. 
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The SELls experience in assessing the quality of an active 
project results from-close review of monitored SEL projects 
and from conducting audits or independent evaluations of 
othe~ projects. Ten key items for assessing the quality of 
a project are explained below. 
Software develop~ent plan. Is there a written soft~are de-
velopment plan? Do all team members know it, and are they 
adhering to it? 
Life cycle phases and products. Have the project managers 
and team leaders defined a life cycle with specific inter-
mediate and end products? Are there centrally located lists 
detailing what these phases and products are? 
Managers and leaders. Is there someone in charge? . Does the 
development team leader know 90 percent of the technical 
details; the status of all major pieces of the software; the 
status of critical, major, and nominal problem areas; and 
future needs and potential problems? Does the project ~an­
ager know the status of all major pieces of the software; 
two alternatives being considered to solve critical and 
major problems; one alternative be~ng considered to solve 
nominal problems; the impact of critical and major TBD 
items; and the likelihood of cost and schedule perturbations 
in terms of workrate and workload? 
Staff size. Are the correct number of people working on the 
project based on the projected workload and the development 
team's workrate? Are staffing changes planned to match pro-
jected increases or decreases in workload? Do the project 
workload and staff workrate projections match the schedule 
projections? 
Project objectives and status. Do development team members 
fnow how their individual work fits in the project? Do they 
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Project Quality 
kno;., their own deadlines and the objectives of those dead-
lines? Do they know when to expect data or interfaces to be 
'(~ ~ \', ' 
established? Do the" s'e'tiior members of the team know the 
overall objectives of the project and how it fits in with 
the work being done by other groups? Do they know the prob-
ability of timely interfaces and the impact and contingency 
plans if they are not establir.hed? 
Configuration control. Is there a written configuration 
control plan? Do all development team members know and 
fo1lo'\Ol it? 
List of TBD items. Is there a single complete list of TBD 
items? Are they classified by severity of impact in terms 
of system size, required effort, cost, and schedule? Who 
sets the priorities for the resolution of TBD items, and how 
is their resolution scheduled and tracked? 
Adherence to methodology. Do the development team members 
follow a specific methodology? Do all team members have the 
same understanding of what the methodol~gy is? 
Alternative approaches. Has the dGvelopment team seriouslY 
considered at least one other design? Have they written 
down and justified the rationale for selecting the current 
design over alternatives? 
Contingency plans. Are there written contingency plans on 
how to continue project work if, for example, a severe or 
major TPD item breaks a development sequence, an interfa~e 
is several weeks or months late, the computer is down or 
malfunctioning for an extended period of time, the configu-
ration of the software system is lost, or a key team member 
leaves the team prematurely? Are the manager and team 
leader aware of a potential problem and do they have a plan 
to minimize its effect? 
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The SEL does not expect users to transfer the SELls recom-
'mended approach to software development and apply it to 
I their own environment wi~~~u~ ~odification. The recommended 
approach is standard in the SEL environment for one class of 
softwar~--flight dynamics systems. Even in the BEL environ-
ment, however, the recommended approach is tuned to the 
characteristics of individual projects and modified to re-
flect successful new technologies. 
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This appendiy. summarizes suggested formats and contents of 
reviews scheduled during the software.life cycle. All the 
reviews are part of the recommended approach to software 
development. For each review--SRR, PDR, CDR, and ORR--the 
following areas are addressed: 
e Review presentation material 
o Review format 
e Review hardcopy material 
where the review presentation material is a subset of the 
review hardcopy material. Following each hardcopy material 
summary is a brief description of the contents. 
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e Entroduc1ion and A~onda 
Q Rcqui:rGmonm Sum:no'1( 
o AnnlVlSic OvOrviiO't~J 
(') funct;onal Specifications 
- Em!ironmenml Ccneiderotio~a 
Opsraticna5 "cquJromfmtD 
(1) OElcra'ting Sctullarios 
(2) D::ta Row Am~Svsia 
(3) Pcriorn'lenco Rcqui~cm~mto 
(4) !ntsriaco Rc~uiremenb 
RGtSukemenb Rcbtin:nnhipQ 
o DerivGd Sys1am liequirements . 
C) Ret;juiromontG Ma:m1oomsnt Pkm 
o Personnel Org:mi:l'!ction and EnteritJccs 
o SOfu"JOfe9 PGrformonce ond Tasting Roq,,"iromontn 
o E~CU£l~, TBD Item!!, and Prob!oms . 
o MUofltones Dnd Sug:gcctod DeveloSlment Scnedulo 
PRESerJTERS Roquiromants Dofinition Toam 
PARTICIPANTS Dovelopment Toam RaprcscntDtives 
Quality A~~ur:mco RCpl'O!Umtativ65 
Usar Ropresentatives 
CU3tomor Rcpro30n1.ateves 
TIME After functional SpccificDtions Complotod snd 
Before Functional Denion Sttlrted 
HARDCOPY Minimum of 5 Days Boforo SRR 
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SRR 
The SRR hardcopy material contains 
1. Introduction--Purpose ot system, background of project, 
and outline of review material 
2. Requirements summar~'~-Review of top-level (basic) re-
quirements that are developed to form the functional 
specifications 
9108 
a. Background of requirements--Overview of project 
charac~eristics, major events, support 
b. Derivation of requirements--Diagram showing 
(1) Project Office input used to form1llate the 
requirements for the support organization--
support instrumentation requirements document 
(SIRD), memorandums of information (MOrs), 
memorandums of understanding (MOUs), etc. 
(2) Support organization input used to formulate 
requirements for the system engineering orga-
nization, e.g., SIRD, MOIs, MOUs, and support 
organization's constraints, assumptions, and 
guidelines 
(3) System engineering organization input used to 
formulate the requirements (functional speci-
fications and requirements document (FSRD» 
for the software engineering organization--
Analytical studies, software system analysis, 
etc. 
c. Type of requirements 
(1) Evolution of support requirements 
(a) Typical support 
(b) Critical support 
(c, Special support 
(d) Contir.gency support 
A-5 
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(3) 
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Operatio~~l cupport scenarios 
Relati~'~'~~iP Of'~'~~uirements matr i~--Reiation­
ship of top-level tequirements .to operational 
support scenarios 
d. Constraints, assumptions, and guidelines 
(1) Organizational interfaces--Organizations that 
provide system and support input and rec~ive 
s}'stem output 
(2) Data availability for the operational support 
scenarjos--Frequency, volume, format 
(3) Facilities--Target.computing hardware, envi-
ronment characteristjcs, communications proto-
cols, etc. 
(4) General software consideration~--High-l~vel 
description of computer sto~age, gr~phics, and 
failure/recovery requirements; o~erator inter-
action requirements; system error recovery and 
diagnostic output requirem~nts; etc. 
(5) Support and test software considerations--High-
level description of requirementG for data 
simulators, test programs, support utilities 
e. Overvie~ of functional specifications and require-
m~nts document (FSRD) 
(1) Histor.y of evolut:on--Draft dates and reviews 
(2, Outline of contJnts 
3. Analysis overview--Mathematical and logical f,amewo~k 
necessary for d~sign, implemer.tation, and testing of the 
system 
QlnR 
a. Introduction--Project overview, support firsts, 
bases for analysis 
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b. Analysis approach--Major arcas of ~nalysis neces-
sary to produc~ FSRO 
SRR 
c. Special studies and results--Overview of rurpose of 
... '\ 
studies and conclusions 
4. Functional specifications 
a. Environmental considerations--Target computing 
hardware, special computing capabilities (e.g., 
graphics), operating system limitations, computer 
facility operating procedures and po~icies, support 
software limitations, data base constraints, re-
source limitations, etc. 
b. Operational requirements 
(1) Operational scenarios--High-level diagrams of 
operational support goals and concepts, in-
cluding all interfaces 
(2) Data flow analysis--Diagrams showing input, 
processes, ~nd output, including all interfaces 
(a) System input--Data availability, fre-
quency, volume,-coordlnates, units, for-
mats 
(b) processing requirements--What functions 
must be performed to transform some input 
into some output 
(c) System output--Data frequency, volume, 
coordinates, units, formats 
(3) Performance requirements--System processing 
speed, system respon~e time, system ~ailure 
i recovery time, output data availability 
(4) Interface requirements--Summary qf human, 
~ special-purpose hardware, and au~omated system 
l\-i 
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intp.rfacec, including 'references to intQrfacc 
ugrecmcnt documents (lADs) and interface con-
trol documents (ICDs) 
Relationship of requirements matrix, e.g., rela-
tionship of requirements to operational scenarios 
5. Derived system requirements--Structured, enumerated list 
of the requirements derived in formulating the func-
ticnal specifications 
I 6. Utility, support, and test programs--Rationale for par-
titioning system into smaller programs to support opera-
tional scenarios: to support data processing volume, 
frequency, or speci3l conditions; and to make use of 
reliable existing software; al'so, rationale for data 
simulators and test programs 
7. Reusable softwa re summa ry--Identification of mdsting 
software components that satisfy specific system, func-
tional specifications e~actly or that will satisfy them 
after specified modifications 
S. Data set definitions for 
a. Interfaces external to the system, including 
(1) Format and description of items in header, 
data, and other records 
(2) File structure (blockin~ and access methods) 
(3) Storage requirements in all proc~ssing modes 
b. Interfaces between specified utilities and support 
programs--Format of data, description of da~a flow, 
etc. 
9. Requirements management plan 
9108 
a. Personnel assig~~ents--Requirements definition and 
analysis team organization; key personnel and their 
responsibilities and start dates: etc. 
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b. :Description of required dobuments--Name, form, and 
contents o~ documents~ production standards; date 
scheduled fo~ deiivery~ name of organization (per-
son) responsiblc7 internal, external, and quality 
assurance review procedures~ authorization proce-
dure for release~ etc. 
(1) System functional specifications and require-
ments 
(2) Software system 
(3) Operational support 
c. Specifications/requirements change control proce-
dures--Initiation, forms, reviews, approval, au-
thorization, distribution 
d. System enhanccm'ent/mainf.'enance procedures--Initia-
tion, forms, reviews, approval, authorization 
e. Reporting and testing evaluation procedures--
Forms, reviews, approval, authorization, distribu-
I 
I 
tion 
10. Personnel organization and interfaces--Diagram Ehowing 
organizational interfaces, their points of contact, and 
their responsibilities 
11. System performance and testing requirements--Organiza-
tion responsible~ testing philosophy and procedures; 
forms; internal, external, and quality assurance re-
views; approval 
a. Analytical tests 
b. System tests 
c. Inter face tests 
d. Acceptance tests 
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12. Issues, TBD items r and"problems--A characterization of 
all those thi~gs that a~fect plans for preliminary de-
sign and the st~f~"of the requirements, an assessment 
of their effect on progress, and a course of action to" 
resolve them, including required effort, schedule, and 
cost 
l3~ Milestones and suggested development schedule--Reviews; 
delivery of interfaces, documents, and externally de-
veloped software~ data flows for readine~s prepa~ation 
and training 
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o HJf,ih-lovel Di~grnm.a t)~ System Strm::tcr0 
o ril1ajor Sofu"!Zlfo Components 
High-l.ovo3 Di~~rrQnUil of Sub~yotsm3 
- liigh-lovoll/O S~~>ciflc::t~ions nnd BntGri~co3 
- Functional f3enoUno Dingr&mo (Tr~ocC1:n1;D) 
o Design Tcsm A:ma~mt)nt 
o Svmom Siz~, Rcq:.drod ~fiort, Co~t, £!nd Schodl!!e Estimato!} 
o Resourco AUoClltion ~nd Ememlll SUllpmt 
o D~woCcpmont Manogcmont P:on 
o Peroonnd Oruonization and InterfaceD 
o Tasting Strategy 
o ES:;;~S3, TaD ItamD, ~nd Problems 
o r __ .,n\9stcnos and ScheduleD 
PRESENTERS &lfu'\fOro Development Team 
PARTiCIPANTS Rcqurromenro Dofinition Toam 
OuaU'ty A~3urance Representatives From Both 
Groups 
Customer Intorfacon for Both Groups 
TIME After Functional Dosign Comploted and Bofero 
DGtai~Qd Dosign Started 
HARDCOPY Minimum of 5 Days Bcforo PDR 
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c. Models end Tools 
d. Configuration Control Approm:h 
14. Pareonnel Orgnni1!ation and interfaces 
15. Tonting Stratagy 
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b. e,.-tcnt 
c. Control Mochanisms 
16. Issues, TBD Item3, and Problems 
17. MiloDtcnsD and Schodules 
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The POR hardcopy material contains 
1. Introduction--Purpose of the system and outline of re-
view material ;,'.-' 
a. Requirements 8ummary--Origin and format of re-
quirements: list of major system components, in-
cluding the top-level (basic) requirements which 
they satisfy Dnd which are covered in the review 
b. Additional derived software requirements--Require-
ments derived by the development team during the 
requirements analysis phase 
(1) Operating scenario requirements--Oata han-
dling, e~ecution frequency, turnaround time, 
checkpoint/restart capabilities, graphics 
needs, etc. 
(2) Environment considerations--Target computing 
machine, operating,system, computer system 
support software, graphics packages and hard-
ware, etc. 
(3) Software legacy (pa~t experiences and history) 
(a) Cost factors--Experience history, design 
models, reusable code, etc. 
(b) Schedule factors--Oeadlines: hardware, 
software, and support dependencies: etc. 
2. Design overview 
910H 
a. Requirements summary--List cross-referen~ing top-
level (basic) requirements to major system compo-
nents presented at SRR 
b. Performance requirements--Cross-reference list of 
performance requirements that led to partitioning 
of system into major components 
.1\-13 
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c. Design drivers--Primary factors that influenced 
the development team's design, e.g., operating 
scenarios,:environmental con~iderations, and soft-
ware legacy 
, 3. High-level diagrams of operating scenarios--Input stim-
ulus, processing, output stimulus, and interfaces to 
show how requirements are met 
4. High-level diagrams of system structure--Intcrnal and 
external data and hardware interfaces, etc. 
5. Critique of alternative designs or approaches 
6. Major software components--For each subsystem or major 
functional breakdown (in each processing mode) , 
a. High-level diagrams of subsystems--Internal and 
external data and hardware interfaces, etc. 
b.' High-level input and output specifications, in-
cluding frequency and volume 
c. Functional baseline diagrams (treecharts) expanded 
to two levels below the subsystem driver, showing 
interfaces, dati .low, a.nd how requirements are met 
d. Facsimiles of I/O graphics displays (screens) and 
printer and plotter output 
e. Error processing and recovery strategy 
7. Hardware interfaces 
8. Internal data sets 
a. Format and description of items in header, data, 
and other records 
b. Fi le structure (blocking and access rnethods) . 
c. Storage requirements in all processing modes 
9. Summary of existing code that may be reused 
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10. Design team assessment 
a. List of constraints and their effects on design 
b. List of assumptio'ns nnd:possible effects on design 
if they are \,11:on9 
c •• List of concerns and problem arcQs--Oeterrcnts of 
progress 
'd. List of TDO requirements and an assessment of 
their impact on system size, required effort, 
cost, and schedule 
e. List of priority areas 
11. Estimatcs of system size, requircd effort, cost, and 
schedule 
a. Sizing and resources for major systcm components 
or subsystems--Numbcr of modules, source lines of 
code, computer hours, effort units, etc. 
b. Life cycle expenditures--Time and effort breakdown 
for life cycle phases 
c. Staffing plan--Allocation of personnel by type for 
life cycle phases 
12. Resource allocation and external'support 
9108 
a. Summary ,of how system functions \...111 be performed, 
i.e., by hardware, firmware, software, or human 
b. Rationale for selecting computers, e.g., speed, 
memory, storage, and reliability of mainframes, 
minicomputers, or microcomputers 
c. Summary of what the development team will do and 
what they need to do it, e.g., analysis support, 
librarian Gupport, computer access and informa-
tion, support documentation, interface access, 
integration support 
A-15 
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13. Development management plan 
a. Life cycle phrises and' products produced 
b. Methodologies used by phase 
c. Models and tools used by phase 
• d. Configuration control approach followed by phase--
Controlled items, forms, procedures, approval, au-
thorization, distribution 
14. Personnel organization and interfaces--Diagram showing 
organizational interfaces, their points of contact, and 
their responsibilities 
15. Testing strategy 
a. General approach to testing (methods) 
b. Extent--Responsibility and procedures for unit 
tests, build/release tests integration tests, sys-
tem tests, acceptance tests 
c. Control mechanisms--Internal, external, and qual-
ity assurance review procedures: approval: author-
ization: configuration integrity procedures 
16. Issues, TBD items, and problems--A characterization of 
all those things that affect plans for detailed design, 
an assessment of their effect on progress, and a course 
of action to resolve them, including required effort, 
schedule, and cost 
17. Milestones and schedules--Including delivery of inter-
faces and externally developed software for integration 
and testing 
A-16 
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Quality AS5uranc9 Representatives From Both 
Groups 
Customer Interlaces for 30th Groups 
TIME Aftor Dotailed Dosign Completed nnd Boforo 
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D. GCJnafsl Approach 
b. Extant 
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The CDR hardcopy material contains 
1. Introduction--P,urpose of the system and outline of re-
" ~ " \" 
vie~ ... material 
a. Requirements summary--Origin and format of re-
quirements: list of major system components, in-
cluding the top-level (basic) requirements which 
they satisfy and which are covered in the review 
b. Additional derived soft\-lare requirements--Require-
ments derived by the development team during ~he 
requirements analysi~ phase 
(1) Operating scenario requirements--Data han-
dling, execution frequency, turnaround time, 
checkpoint/restart capabilities, graphics 
needs, 'etc. 
(2) Environment considerations--Target computing 
machine, operating system, computer system 
support software, graphics packages and hard-
I 
ware, etc. 
(3) Software legacy (p~st experiences and history) 
Ca) Cost factors--Experience history, design 
models, reusable code, etc. 
(b) Schedule factors--Deadlines; hardware, 
software, and support dependencies; etc. 
2. Design overview 
9108 
a. Requirements summary--List cross-referencing top-
level (basic) requirements to major system compo-. 
nents presented at SRR 
b. Performance requirements--Cross-reference list of 
performance requirements that led to partitioning 
of system into major components 
A-l9 
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c. Design drivcrs--Primary factors that influenced the 
development~t~am'~ design, e.g., operating 
scenarios, ~~~lr~nme~t~l considerations, and soft-
ware legacy 
3. High-level diagrams of operating scenarios--Input stim·-
ulus, processing, output stimulus, and interfaces to 
show how requirements are met 
4. High-level diagrams of system structure--Internal and 
external data and hardware interfaces, etc. 
5. Major ~oftware components--For each subsystem or major 
functional breakdown (in each processing mode), 
9108 
a. High-level diagrams of subsystems··-Internal and 
external data and hardware interfaces, etc. 
b. High-level input and output specifications, in-
cluding frequency and volume 
c. Baseline diagrams (treecharts) exp3nued to the sub-
routine level, showing interfaces, data flow, in-
teractive control, interactive input and output, 
and how requirements ar~ met 
d. Error processing and recovery strategy 
e. Restrictions in each processing m00e 
f. Internal storage requireme~ts--Descriptio~ of ar-
rays, th~ir size, thei~ data capacity in ell proc-
essing modes, and implied limitations of processing 
g. Detailed input and output specifications 
(1) Processing control parameters--NANELISTS, etc. 
(2) Facsimiles of I/O graphics displays (scr~ens) 
and printer and plotter output 
A-20 
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6. Hardware interfaces 
7. Internal data sets 
_';\'io. t\ r ;'.' .''"', 
a. Format and description of items in header, data, 
and other records 
b. File structure (blocking and access methods) 
c. Storage requirements in all processing modes 
B. Summary· of existing code that may be reused 
9. Design team assessment 
a. List of constraints and their effects on design 
b. List of assumptions and possible effects on design 
if they are wrong 
c. List of concerns and problem areas--Deterrents of 
progress 
d. • List of TBD requirements and an assessment of 
their impact on system size, required effort, 
~ost, and schedule 
e. List of priority areas 
10; Implementation strategy and traceability 
9108 
a. Build/release overview and schedule, indicating 
establishment of internal and external data inter-
faces for both connection tests and data flow 
tests and showing delivery of interfaces and ex-
ternally developed software 
b. Build/release capabilities--List of capabilities 
implemented in each build/release by subsystem 
c. Requirements traceability--Cross-reference list of 
build/release capabilities to basic and derived 
software requirements 
A-2l 
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11. Estimates of system size, required effort, cost, and 
schedule 
~. Sizing and re'sources for major system components or 
subsystems--Number of modules, source lines cf 
, code~ computer hours, effort units, etc; 
b. Life cycle expenditures--rime and effort breakdown 
for life cycle phases 
c. Staffing plan--Allocation of personnel by type for 
life cycle phases 
12. Resource allocatio'n and external support 
a. Summary of how system functions will be performed, 
i.e., by hardware, firmware, software, or human 
b. Rationale for selecting computers, e.g., speed, 
memory, storage, and reliability of mainframes, 
minicomputers, or microcomputers: 
c. Summary of what the development team will do and 
what they need to do jt, e.g., analysis support, 
librarian support, computer access and information, 
support documentation, interface access, integra-
tion support 
13. Development management plan 
a. Life cycle phases and products produced 
b. Methodologies used by phase 
c. Models and tools used by phase 
d. Configuration control approach followed by phase--
Controlled items, forms, procedures, approval, au-
thorization, distribution 
14. Personnel organization and interfaces--Diagram showing 
organizational interfaces, their points of contact, and 
their responsibilities 
A-22 
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15. Testing strategy 
a. 'General approach to testing (methods) 
b. Extent--Resport'sibility and procedures for uni t 
tests, build/release tests, integration tests, 
system tests, acceptance tests 
c. Control mechanisms--Internal, external, and qual-
ity assurance review procedures; approval; author-
ization: configuration integrity procedures 
16. Issues, TBO items, and problems--A characterization of 
all those things that affect plans for detailed design, 
an assessment of their effect on progress, and a course 
of action to resolve them, including required effort, 
schedule, and cost 
,':,' ,,;' 
17. Milestones and schedules~-Including delivery of inter-
faces and externally developed software for integration 
and testing 
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Requiremort~::; \feriiicotioDl Philo;llOphy 
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Operating Scanalrt03 
e 5votcm ro;1.:mogomc~~ Plan 
c J'arrsonnoJ Otgcn3zZltfom ~nd Entorf3c~s 
o l:!sLu3n, TBD Sterna, ~nd Prcblf'.:ms 
G Contingoncy Plans 
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PRESENTERS Oporotion9 and Support Team 
PARTICIPANTS Uf19r Accaptance Te~t Team 
Requiroments Do1inition, Sofh .. ,mro 
Oovolopmcnt, end Sofu'llars Mcintonance 
Representatives 
Quality AS!lU1anCa RepresentativGs From All 
Groups 
TIME 
HARDCOPY 
DISTfUBUTION 
Customor Intarfm:GD for All Groups 
After Acceptance iesting Comp~etcd and SO 
Days Bofore Operations Start 
Minimum of 5 Days Befere ORR 
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The ORR hardcopy material contains 
1. 
2. 
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Introduction--Pu~pose of the system and outline of re-
view material ,- r,;~ 
System requirements summary--Review of top-level (basic) 
requirements 
a. Background of requirements--Overview of project 
characteristics, major events, and support 
b. Derivation of requircments--Diagram showing 
c. 
0.) Project office input 
(2) Support organization input 
(3) System engineering input 
(4) Software engineering input 
Type of requirements 
(1) Evaluation of support requirements 
(a) Typical support 
(b) Critical support 
(c) Special support 
(d) Contingency support 
(2) Operational support scenarios 
(3) Relationship of requirements matr.ix, e.g., 
relationship of top-level requirements to op-
erational support scenarios 
d. Constraints, assumptions, and guidelines 
(1) Organizational interfacp.s--Organizations that 
provide system and support input and receive 
system output 
(2) Data availability for the operating sce-
narios--Frequency, volume, format 
(3) Facilities--Computing hardware, environment 
characteristics, communications protocols, etc. 
A-27 
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(4) General system considerations--High-level de-
scription of computer otorage~ graphics, and 
failui~jr~~over~ iequirements: operator inter-
action requirements: system error recovery and 
diagnostic output requirements; etc. 
(5) Support and test software considerations--
High-level description of requirements for 
data simulatots, test 'programs, and support 
utilities 
3. Analysis overview--Summary of all analysis leading to an 
operational system 
a. Introduction--Project overview, support firsts, 
bases for analysis 
b. Major areas of analysis and findings 
c. Special studies and results 
4. Support system overview 
9108 
a. Major software components--Purpose, general charac-
teristics, and operating scenarios supported by 
programs and subsystems 
b. System' testing philosophy for each type of test-
ing--Unit, build/release, integration, checkout, 
and acceptance 
c. System testing and performance evaluation results--
Summary of test results and evaluation of system 
performance measured against performance require-
ments 
d. Requirements verification philosophy--Demonstration 
of methods used to ensure that the software satis-
fies all system requirements 
A-28 
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c. System siJft\;I(lre and documentation status--Summary 
of completed work packages and list of incomplete 
work packages with scheduled completion dates and 
e~planution of delays 
ORR 
5. Operations and support plan 
9108 
a. Personnel assignments and responsibilities--Opera-
tions and support team organization, key personnel 
and their responsibilities, etc. 
b. Org(lnizational interfaces--Diagrams and tables in-
dicating organizational interfaces, their points of 
contact and their responsibilities; data flow and 
medium (forms, tapes, voice, log) 
c. Data availability--Nominal schedule of input and' 
output data by type, format, frequency, volume, 
response time, turnaround time 
d. Facilities--Nominal schedule of accessibility to 
computers, support hardware, special-purpose hard-
ware, operating systems, and suppor~ software for 
(1) Normal operations 
(2) Critical operations 
(3) Emergency operations 
(4) Contingency operations 
e. Operating scenarios--Step-by-step operating proce-
dures, including personnel assignments, points of 
contact for decisions, authorization, and external 
interfaces, time1ines, contingencies, and emergen-
cies 
(1) Support requirements--What has to be done? 
(2) Timeline of events--When do things get done? 
(3) Operating procedures--90w do things get done? 
A-29 
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(4) Resources required for operations--What is 
necessa,ry"to get. things done? 
(a) Hardware--CPUs, disks, tapes, printero, 
I 
graphic devices, etc. 
(b) Memory considerations--Program s' ,rage, 
array storage, data set buffers, ~tc. 
(c) Timing considerationo--CPU and wallclock 
time in terms of samples and cycles proc-
essed and I/O time in terms of data sets 
used and type of pr.ocessing 
(d) Peripheral space considerations--Data 
storage and printout 
(e) Staffing considerations--Number and type 
of people in terms of processing steps 
and shifts 
(f) Physical space considerations--Desks, 
chairs, shelves, storage, etc. 
6. System management plan' 
9108 
a. Personnel assignments--Operations and support team 
organization: key person~el and their responsibili-
ties and start dates: etc. 
b. Description of required products--Name, form, and 
contents of products: production standards: date 
scheduled for delivery: name of organization (per-
son) responsible: internal, external, and quality 
assurance review procedures: authorization proce-
dures for release: etc. 
c. Configuration control procedures--Explanation of 
step-by-step procedures for ~aintaining system in-
tegrity, recovering from loss, fixing faults, and 
enhancing system 
A-30 
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d. Enhancement/maintenance procedures--Initiation, 
forms, reviews, approval, authorization 
.,:.')-, ') . '\' 
e. Reporting and testing evaluation procedures--
Forms, reviews, approval, authorization, distribu-
tion 
I f. System performance evaluation procedures--Approach 
for ongoing evaluation of 'system performance 
7. Personnel organization and interfaces--Diagrarn showing 
organizational interfaces, their points of contact, and 
their. responsibilities 
8. Issues, TBD items, and problems--A characterization of 
all those things that affect intended normal operations 
as perceived by the developers and users, an assessment 
" 
of their effect on operations, and a course of action 
to reqolve them, including required effort, schedule, 
" 
and cost 
9. Contingency plans--Prioritized list of things that 
could prevent normal operations, including the steps 
necessary to work around the problems, the defined 
levels of operations during the workarounds, and the 
procedures to attempt to regain normal operation~ 
10. Milestones and timeline of,events--Diagrams, tables, 
and scripts of events; operacing scenarios; mainte-
nance; enhancement; reviews; training; etc. 
A-31 
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This appendi,: presents suggested contents and formats for 
various documents proaud~d dtiring the software development 
lif~ cycle. Following each document format summary is a 
brief description of the contents. 
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a. Tcehnacal 
b. M~na~:,;nnent . 
c. Ct!m~Egl'Jg'~tdon Contra§ 
5. Schedulos EJ!T1ld femastones 
G. Starns Reql!l~fed £'!rrom th~ Customer 
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Software Developm~nt Plan 
The software develcpment plan (see Reference 2) is completed 
dur ing the requirements,-ana.lysis and preliminary design 
phases. It contains 
1. Introduction, including purrose, background, o:igin of 
requirements, personnel' organization, and summar::-' of plan 
2. Problem statemerit, i.e., what has to be done and what 
steps are necessary, including what is different about 
this project compared with a typical developme~t project 
3. Approach 
9108 
a. Technical approach (by life cycle phase) 
(1) Asgumptions and constraints 
(2) Anticipated~and unresolved problems 
(3) Major activities, including me~hod~ and tools 
used 
(4) Products produced, including contents and 
standard~ for produclion 
b. Management app~oach (by lire cycle phase) 
(1) Concerns 
(2) Resource estimates, includins system size in 
terms of code or:9in and language as well as 
suppcrt !uch as projecl personnel, computer 
time, external groups, and training 
(3) Personnel assignme~ts and schedules 
(4) Progress accounling procedures, i. e •. data 
collection, progress measur~ment, and progress 
reporting methods 
(5) Quality assurance prcce~ur~8 
(6) Internal and ext~cllal review methods 
3-4 
" I 
.~ ,~. 
>.', Goftware Dev~lopment Plan 
c. Configuration management procedures for maintaini~g 
requirements, design, code, and documentation in-
tegrity " " .' I~r' • ~ .' . 
4. Sum~ary of resources required and cost 
5. Milestone charts showing the development life cycle, 
delivery of required e~ternal interfaces, sCheduled in-
tegration of externally developed software, delivery of 
required information, delivery of' development products, 
and scheduled reviews 
6. List of items (dated) required from the customer 
7. List of items (dated) to be delivered to the customer 
0-5 
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G. Hictorv €)f Sv~m1ft SfZe, L1equh'ed Efiort, and Cost 
Estimates 
9. Ha~torJ of Outstanding TSD Itoms, Changes, Errorn, 
and I?rob&ams 
10. History of VcC'ification of System ReqMiromG~ts 
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Project Notebook 
The project notebook iz started at the beginning of the 
project and maintained throughout the development life 
~ ~. 
cycle. It contains 
1. Description and list of major components 
a. Description of project 
b. List of major components of the system 
2. Key personnel and their responsibilities 
a. Name, title, organization, telephone number, start 
date, and responsibility of key personnel 
b. Name, title, organization, telephone number, start 
date, and responsibility of points of contact for 
.. '~ '. .;" .. 
interfacing groups 
3. Description of functional capabilities in each build/ 
release listed in relation to the requirements 
4. Deliverable products 
I 
a. Name of product, form of product" date scheduled 
for delivery, and actual date delivered for each 
, 
product I 
b. Name of person responsible for each product 
5. History of events, schedules, anc milestones 
a. Milestone chart identifying tasks and originally 
scheduled completion dates 
b. Biweekly updates to milestone charts 
6. History of system size,' required effort, and cost esti-
mates 
9108 
a. Graph of number of modules in operational version 
of system versus time in weeks, including estimates 
of final number in end product 
8-8 
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Project Notebook 
b. Grapha of number of source lines of code (with and 
without comments) and executable lines of code in 
.' ," ~ " '. 
operational v'ersion o'f s~'stem versus time in \-Jeeks, 
including estimates of final numbers in end product 
c. Graph of staff-months of effort expended versus 
time in weeks, including estimates of planned ex-
penditures (weekly totals and accumulated) 
I 
7. History'of source code changes--Graph of number of 
source code changes and change reports versus time in 
weeks for each development life cycle phase and overall 
8. History of accomplishments--Monthly list of aChieved 
~ milestones, completed tasks, and delivered products 
\.'.). 
-- -~'--, 
9. History of outstanding TUD items, changes, errors and 
problems, i.e., list of those things that are unresolved 
10. History of verification of system rpquirements, i.e., 
, ' 
9108 
list of functional capabilities that have entered the 
system and were tested by build/release, system test-
ing, and acceptance testing with date of test and test 
result 
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The requirements analysis summary report is completed at the 
end of the requirements analysis phase. It contains 
1. Introduction, in6i~ding purpose and background of project 
a. Overall system concepts 
b. Discussion and high-level pictures (diagrams) of 
system showing hardware interfaces, external data 
interface~, and data flow 
c. Discussion and high-level pictures (diagrams) of 
operating scenarios with interfaces and data flow 
2. System constraints 
a. Hardware availability 
(1) Execution 
(2) Storage 
(3) Per ipherals 
b. Operating system limitations 
c. Support software limitations: 
3. Development assumptions 
4. Arens of concern and TBD requitements 
a. 'List of concerns and problem areas, i.e., deter-
rents of progress 
b. List of TBD requirements and an assessment of their 
impact on system size, required effort, cost, and 
schedule 
c. List or priority areas 
5. Analysis of basic and derived requirements for system, 
including level of importance of key issues and com-
pleteness 
B-12 
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Requirements Analysis Summary Report 
a. Stimulus for input 
(1) Frequency ,~ -' 
, ' 
( 2) Volume 
(3 ) Coordinates and units 
(4) Timing 
b. , Processing 
(1 ) Functionality 
(2) Accuracy 
(3) Timing 
(4 ) Error handling 
c. Stimulus for output 
(1) Frequency 
( 2) Volume 
(3) Coordinates and units 
(4 ) Timing 
6. Analysis of basic and derived requirements for subsys-
tems or major functional breakdowns, including level of 
importance of key issues and completeness. Same as for 
item 5 above except for subsystems or major functional 
breakdown 
7. Data interfaces--For each interface, 
9108 
a. 'Description, including name, function, frequency, 
coordinates, units, and computer type, length, and 
representation 
b. Forma t 
(1) Organization, e.g., ,physical sequential 
(2) Transfer medium, e.g., 9-track tape, printout 
8-13 
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Requirements Analysis Report 
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(3) Layout of frames, san:ples, records, blocks, 
and/or transmissions 
;::. 
(4) Storage requirements 
8. Summary of existing code that may be reused 
'9. Estimates of system size, required effort, cost, and 
schedule 
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o. Ei5gh·ll..ovo~ t~~ctur~:; ov Svoterrl 
c. O~~G9'C1ti~9 ScsaTIar~os 
d. Dezagn S'(o~m~ 
e. C~'itit1luo of fo.J~C~iit:l'a:iU0 fj)G!3r~ns 
. , , 
2. Sanhsystemll 
G. Hish-lml01 f?icturcs 
b. fi)occlifJtion cn1 h~~~gt ~ndl Output 
c. i:lo!Jcriptaan of i?roceEzEns; 
d. r-unctionat e:asl3ilno Diograrns 
G. Pil'o!ogo ar::d POe... for t=Sr~~ Leue~ 
3. !nes~urce Requircmsrrw 
a. Nnrdl. ... JB5"C! 
roo Data Definit30no 
c. Poripheral Sp&CO Considerotions 
d. r~cmory COl'miclerations 
4. Data Interlaces 
s. Doscription 
b. i!crmat 
5. Summary of Rousable Software 
B-15 
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Preliminary Design Report 
The preliminary design report io completed at the end of the 
preliminary design phase. It contains 
1. Introduction, incruding purpose and background of project 
a. Oveiall system concepts 
b. Discussion and high-level pictures (diagrams) of 
system showing hardware interfaces, externDl data 
interfaces, and data flow 
c. Discussion and high-level pictures (diagrams) of 
operating scenarios with interfaces and data flow 
d. Design status 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3 ) 
(4 ) 
List of constraints and their effects on design 
List of assumptions and possible effects on 
design if they are wrong 
List of concerns and problem areas, i.e., de-
terrents of progress 
List of TBD requirements and an assessment of 
their impact on system size, required effort, 
cost, and schedule 
(5) List of priority areas 
e.Critique of alternative designs 
2. For each subsystem or major functional breakdown, 
9108 
a. Discussion and high-level pictures (di~grams) of 
subsystem, including interfaces, data flow, and 
communications for each processing moue 
b. High-level description of input and output 
c. High-level description of processing keyed to 
operator-specified input and actions in terms of 
points of control, fUnctiono performed, and results 
B-16 
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obtained (both normal Dnd abnormal, i.e., error 
processing and recovery) 
, , ':.-
. ' 
d. Functional baseline diagrams (treecharts) .expanded 
to two levels below the subsystem driver 
e. 
1 . 
Prologs and POL for each module through first 
level below subsystem driver 
3. Resource requirements--Discussion, high-level pictures, 
and tables for system and subsystem 
a. Hard\'Jare 
b. Data definitions, i.e., data groupings and names 
c. Peripheral space considerations 
d • 
(1) Data storage 
(2) Printout 
Memory considerations 
(1) Program storage 
(2) Array storage 
(3) Data set buffers 
4. Data interfaces--For each inte~nal and external inter-
face, 
a. Descr iption, including name, function, frequency" 
coordinates, units, and computer type, length, and 
representation 
b. Format 
(1) Organization, e.g., physical 'sequential 
(2) 'l'ransfer medium, e.g., tape 
INOdule comments to describe the mod'Jle's purpose, op~ra­
tion, calling sequence arguments, external referen~es, etc. 
B-17 
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b"'" , " I Layout of frames, samples, records, ~.~.{.J;, 
and/or t~ansmissions 
(4) Storage requirements 
s. Summary of existing code that may be reuzed 
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1. Project Description and Background 
2. Dovelopment Bi~,tory 
3. Projoct Assessment 
4. Functiona! Specifications and Requimmonts 
5. Summnry 
G. r-teferences 
I:! l 
" 
\ 
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Detailed Design Document 
obtained (both normal and abnormal, i.e., error 
processing and reco7ery) 
e. Baseline diagrams (treecharts) expanded to the 
-. ' .. , ", 
sUbroutine level showing interfaces, data flow, 
interactive control, interactive input and output, 
and hardcopy output 
f. Restrictions in each processing mode 
g. Internal storage requirements, i.e., description of 
arrays, their size, their data capacity in all 
processing modes, and implied limitations of proc-
essing 
h. Detailed input and output specif.ications 
(1) Processing control parameters, e.g., NN1ELISTs 
( 2) Facsimiles of graphic displays for interactive 
graphic systems 
(3) Facsimiles of hardcopy output 
i. List of numbered error messages with description of 
system's and user's actions 
j. Descr iption of COMl-!ON areas 
k. prologs l and PDL for each subroutine 
3. Resource requirements--Discussion, high-level pictuies, 
and tables for system and subsystems 
a. Hardware 
b. Data definitions, i.e., data groupings and names 
c. Peripheral space considerations 
( 1) Data storage 
(2) Printout 
IModule com~ent to describe the module's purpose, opera-
tion, calling sequence arguments, external references, etc. 
B-21 
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d. Memory considerations 
(1) Program storage 
(2) Array storage, 
(3) Data set buffers 
'4. Data interfaces--For each internal and external inter-
face, 
a. 
b. 
Description, inclu~ing name, function, frequency, 
coordinates, units, and computer type, length, and 
representation 
Format 
(1) Organization, e.g., 'direct access 
(2) Transfer medium; e.g., disk 
(3) Layout of frames, samples, records, blocks, 
and/or transmissions 
(4) Storage requirements 
5. Summary of existing code that may be reused, including 
list of code with level of modification 
B-22 
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{t. te~llt:'s:c;~a 
~. iiV[lt'l and ~cvee ~f 1iestcng 
c. &tte::h.da 
s. Purpose 
b. Daro!3~d S~2cii'iro~ion 011 §npMt 
c. Requirod Enviromn~mt 
d. O~srat:kma! Pr~ced!llr~ 
<9. [;o~\n:aod SPCt:51h:~:rt§~n of 01§t[lUt 
f. Pass/IrQn Cr2t~2'iQ 
g. Dh::cu~saon of R0;:;ulm 
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Test Plans 
A test plan is completed before the period in which it will 
be used, with sufficient. time for testers to review it. A_ 
test plan contains " .~"',". 
1. Introduction, including purpose, type and level of test-
ing, and schedule 
2. For each test; 
a. Purpose of test, i.e., specific capabilities or 
requirements tested 
b. Detailed specification of input 
c. Required environment, e.g., data sets required, 
computer hardware necessary 
d. Operational procedure, ,i. e., how to do the test 
e. Detailed specification of .. output, i.e., the ex-
pected results 
f. Criteria for determining whether or not test re-
sults are acceptable 
g. Section for discussion of re~ults, i.e., for ex-
plaining deviations from expected results and ide~­
tifing cause of deviatio~ or for justifying 
deviation 
B-24 
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62. Queraia SVS~('Jfft.1 CO~'ilCtipts 
b. ~{ig:-a-lml0! Pa::;turo~ 
c. Operating Sce:;u!J~~os 
2. 5Mbsvstoms 
s. OVGI1'&U Cop~bmt'11 
b. Azoumptiorm snd RGstric~;hJi1!ll 
c. Migh-Level Picture3 
d. Ocscript!on OV 2nput ~nd Output 
o. Doccripticn t]'f P!'.nceooing 
3. Requirements for SmJCutnon 
s. Rosourcos 
b. Run Informatkm 
c. Control Parametor Information 
4. Detailod Description of Input and Output 
s. Fac::;imilcs of Graphic Displays 
b. FacsimUes of Hardcopy Output 
c. List of Messoges 
a-'J :: -~
User's Guide 
~ormaliz~tion of the .user's guide is started during the 
implementation phase using the design docu~cnt as a starting 
point. Reorqanization is' completed for the beginning of 
system testing, and a typed dra~t is completed for the be-
ginning of accep~&nce testing~ The user's guide is com-
pleted by the end of acceptance testing. It contains 
1. ,Introduction, including purpose and background 
a. Overall system concepts 
b. Discussion and high-level pictures (diagrams) of 
system showing hardware interfaces, external'data 
interfaces, and cata flow 
c. Discussion and high-level pictures, (diagrams) of 
operating scenarios with interfaces and data flow 
2. For each subsystem.or mQj~r functional breakdow~, 
a. Overall subsystem capability 
b. Assumptions and restrictions to processing 
, 
c. Discussion and high-l~vel pictures (diagrams) of, 
subsystems, including interface~, data flow, and 
communications for each processing mode 
d. High-level description of input and output 
e. Detailed description of processing keyed to 
operator-specified input and ~ctions in terms of 
points of control, functions performed, and results 
obtained (both normal and abnormal, i.e., error 
processing and recovery) 
8-26 
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User's Guide 
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3. Requirements for enecution 
9108 
a. Resources--Discussion, high-level pictures (dia-
grams), and .tabi(?s f~,r·:·system and subsystems 
(1) Hardware 
(2) Data definitions, i.e., data grou~ings and 
names 
(3) PeriphGral space considerations 
(a) Data storage 
(b) Pr intou t 
(4) Memory considerations 
( a) 
( b) 
(c) 
Program sto,rage 
: A~.· 
ArraY,storage ." 
Data set buffers 
(5) Timing considerat~ons 
(a) CPU time in terms of samples and cycles 
processed 
(b) I/O time in terms of data sets used and 
type of procassing 
(c) Wallclock time in terms of samples and 
cycle~ proces~ed 
b. Run information--Control statements for various 
'processing modes 
c. Control parameter information--By subsystem, de-
tailed description of all control parameters (e.g., 
NAMELISTs), incl!lding nalPe, computer type, length, 
and representati0u, and description of parameter 
with valid val~es, default value, units, and re-
lationship ~o oth~r parameters 
13-27 
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User's Guide 
4. Detailed description of input and output by system and 
subsy~tem 
9108 
a. Facsimiles of;9raphic displays for interactive 
graphic systems in the o·rder in which they appear 
~or each processing mode 
b. Facsimiles of.hardcopy output in the order 1n which 
it is produced, annotated to show what parameters 
control it 
c. List of numbered messages \\'1 th explanation of sys,:" 
tern's and user's actions annotated to show subrou-
tines that issue the message 
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Bl. OvevaU Ccpcr&:rm.~'if 
b. A!3sumption~ ercd [Fios~!i'iction$ 
c. ~>1[gh-le\!ol ?ic~tEraz 
d. DescfDp1l:iCll1 of( enp~t and Output 
G. t3l~GoDino Diagr~mz 
3. Rsquirement!J fer Croation ' 
s. Re$ourco~ 
b. CretJtion CnficL"m~ticn 
c. Program Structuro Bnf'ormatcon 
4. Detailed Description of Gnput and Output 
5. Internal StOfOg;S Rcquiroments 
6. Data Interfaces 
7. Description of COPJJMOru Areas 
s. Prologs and PDl 
9. list of SortwZ5lre from Support Libraries 
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Formalization of the system description is started at the 
beginning of system~est~ng using the design document as a 
starting point. It i~' ~o~pleted by the end of acceptance 
testing. The system description contains 
1. Introduction, including purpose and background of project 
a. Overall system capabilities 
b. Discussion and high-level pictures (diagrams) of 
system showing hardware interfaces, external data 
interfaces, nnd data flow 
c. Discussion and high-level pictures (diagrams) of 
operating scenarios with interfaces and data flow 
2. For each subsystem or major functional breakdown, 
a. Overall subsystem capability 
b. Assumptions and restrictions to processing 
c. Discussion and high-level pictures of subsystem, 
including interfaces, data flow, and communications 
for each processing mode 
d. High-level description of input and output 
e. Detailed baseline diagram at subroutine level show-
ing interfaces, dati flow, interactive control, 
interactive input and output, including messages, 
and hardcopy output 
3. Requirements for creation 
9108 
a. Resources--Discussion, high-level pictures (dia-
grams), and tables for system and subsystems 
(1) Hardware 
(2) Supoort data sets 
8-30 
System Description 
(3) Peripheral space considerations 
(a) so~~c,e ... .c0d~ storage 
(b) Sci~~ch sp~ce 
(c) Printout 
(4) Memory considerations 
(a) Program generation storage 
(b) Data set buffers 
(5) Timing considerations 
(a) CPU time in terms of compile, build, and 
execute benchmark test 
(b) I/O time in terms of the steps to create 
the.system 
b. Creation information--Ccntrol statements foi 
various steps 
c. Program structure information--Control statements, 
e.g., for overlay or for addressing and loading 
4. Detailed description of input and output by step 
a. Source code libraries for. system and subsystems 
. , 
b. Object code libraries 
c. Execution code libraries 
d. Auxiliary libraries, e.g., support tables 
5. Internal storage requirements, i.e., description of 
arrays, their size, their data capacity in all process-
ing modes, and implied limitations of processing 
6. Data interfaces--For each internal and external inter-
face, 
9108 
a. Description, including name, function, frequency, 
coordinates, units, and computer type, length, and 
representation 
0-31 
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System Description \. ,I 
b. Format 
(1) Organization, e.g., indexed 
(2) Transfer medium, e.g., drum 
(3) Layout of frames, samples,' records t blocks, 
and/or transmissions 
(4) Storage requirements 
7. Descr iption of COl'UoION areas 
8. Prologs and POL for each subroutine (usually produced in 
a separate volume) 
9. Alphabetical list of subroutines from support data sets, 
including--for each subroutine--a reference to the sup-
port data set from which it comes and a description of 
the subroutine's function 
3-32 
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Software Development_,~lstory 
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'The. software development history is completed within 3 months 
, of software acceptance •. ,. It. contains 
. '. 
'. " 
1; Project description and background 
9108 
a.· Problem statement and list of key requirements 
b. Origin of requirements 
c. Customer of system 
d. Purpose of system. 
e. Key dates (actuals) 
(1) Availability of functional specifications and 
requirements 
(2) Development phase dates (start and finish), 
i.e., requirements analysis, preliminary de-
sign, detailed design, implementation, system 
testing, acceptance testing 
( 3) Event dates, e.g:, SRR, PDR, CDR, ORR 
f. Key products produced 
(1) All software, i.e., the system, simulators, 
and test programs 
(2) All documents, i.e., development plan, project 
notebook r requirements analysis summary re-
port, preliminary design report, detailed de-
sign document, test plans ana results, user's 
guide, and system description 
g. Development organization 
h. System characteristics 
(1) Total, new, and reused number of source 1inoe5 
of code (with and without ccmments) of end 
product 
B-34 
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I (2) Total, new, and reused number of modules of 
end product 
(3) Total/,'managcr lal, programmer, and support 
service hours r.equired for development 
Development history 
, , 
a. Original and updated estimates of system size, re-
quired effort, schedule, and cost 
b. Organizational structure and key personnel 
c. Specified approaches, e.g., methods, practices, 
standards, and tools 
d. Unique approaches, e.g., independent verification 
and validation team, prototyping 
~, 
e. Target development 'machine and programming languages 
f. Special problems encountered to 
g. Build/release history 
h. Test history 
i. Configuration control start dates for requirements, 
design, and code 
3. Project assessment 
9108 
a. Substantiated major strengths of the development 
process and product 
b. Substantiated major weaknesses of the development 
process and product 
c. Major problem areas 
d. Developm~nt plan timeliness and usefulness 
~. Adherence to development plan 
f. Adherence to standards and practices 
c-3 B-35 
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g. Design ti~elincss,'completeness, and quality 
h. Code timeliness, completeness, and quality 
i. Test tim~liness~ compieten~ss, and quality 
j. Personnel adequacy (number and quality) 
4. Functional specifications and requirements 
a. Origin and timeliness 
b. Completeness and adequacy for design 
c. Change history and stability 
d. Clarity (i.e., were there misinterpretations?) 
5. Summary 
a. List of shortcomings of the development process and 
product 
b. List of successful aspects of the development 
process and product 
c List of things chat should be done differently for 
futUre prvjeC'ts 
d. List of things that should be done similarly for 
future projects 
e. List of the major causes of errors 
6. References 
a. List of relevant background documents, e.g., func-
tional specifications and requirements, software 
development plan, test strategy and plans 
, b. List of reports, e.g., requirements analysis sum-
mary report, preliminary design report, detailed 
design document, test plans with results, change 
histories 
~. List of any other necessary reference material 
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This ~~p~ndix contains n bri~f example of some steps the dc-
v~lopm~nt mnnage~ mus~ t~Re to org~nize a project. 
. , 
Senior-level development manngers usually h~ve, in their 
m indg, the benl~t' i b'l of exper icnC'e: unfor tUllately, this e:-:-
peri~nce is not usunlly written down. When the benefits of 
t;en ior pertlOnne 1 f t' uxper ionce are documented, they ~re usu-
.'ttl" HlIl11m.1ri:'-:l'd in., \;t.,\, tlHlt h. difficult fl)r the jllnior-
l~vel d~velopm~nt m~n~ger to int~rpret nnJ ~pply. Without 
9imil~r ~xp~ricnce, ~ junior-level m~nnqer will often find a 
more experi~nc~d m~nAgerts experience summary to be confus-
till) ~'r unintelli~lible. 
The exnmple here is an illustr~tion for the more junior-
',' '. 
level manaqer. It is not necess~rily lInivprs~11y applica-
ble; IH'\oJeVt'l', tlw example illustratl's st~ps .11'\d f~ctors that 
~ development man~ger must congider when orgftni=ing ll.proj-
t~Ct. '1'hl~ tal h'lwinq sllh~~ectionG are interrel.ltt:'d because tilt! 
. " '. 
~'r'.1.1ni=:.'\t i,'lIl of th~' .1ppro.lch ~icpends ~n the constr.'\ints of 
t:lw pr\)bll~m; I.e., the l)rdl't" in \~hichsteps ",re t.,ken oe-
(""hi!; \~Il the prl',blt'm • 
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C.l ESTIMATING SIZE AND EFFORT 
One of the most criticai aspects of organizing a development 
project is estima'tl~g' ~he ~~'ount of software to be developed 
and the effort required to develop it. Poor estimates, 
either high or low, cause a loss of confidence in the eyes 
of the customer as well as within the development organiza-
tion. 
, 
In this example, the development organization develops soft-
ware systems for a broad application of related scientific, 
data base, and data support systems. New applications 
(project types) and computing facilities (environment types) 
are introduced every few years. The development organiza-
tion develops systems for both the old and new computing 
facilities and for the same and different, but usually re-
lated, applications. That is, the organization not only 
huilds on past enperience for continuing support of its 
charter but also branches out into new aspects of its char-
ter becausp of changing technology. Therefore, in general, 
a moderate amount of code is reused from project to project. 
C.t.l SIZE OF THE SYSTEM 
At each phase of the development life cycle, the development 
organization uses essential, supplemental, and archived in-
formation to produce an estimate of the system's size with 
acceptable and understood uncertainty limits (see Refpr-
ence 2::!). Table C-l lists some high-level information. For 
example, in thb eX.1mple, the development organiz.1tion us~s 
3040 x (number of general subsystems) to complIte the nllmber 
of executable lines of code (LOC). 
, C-J 
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Table C-l. Effort Estimators and uncertainty Limits 
by Phase 
, ,I< 7" ;_,', " .. :" .~. 
End of Phase 
Preproject 
Requirements 
Analysis 
Preliminary design 
Detailed design 
Implementation 
System testing 
Effort Estimators 
Similar projects, 
general subsystems 
General subsystems 
Specific subsystems 
Actual subsystems, 
modules, code, 
documentation 
f-1odules, code, 
-tests, documenta-
tion 
Code~ tedts~ doc-
umentation 
Limits of Uncer-
tainty as Percent £~ Estimated Efforta 
tlOO 
±70 
±50 
±30 
±l2 
is 
aUpper li~it ~ (Effort estimate)x(l. + ~ncertainty in decimal) 
Lower limit = (Effort estimate)/(l. + uncertainty in decimal) 
C.l.2 EFFORT REQUIRED TO DEVELOP ~HE SYSTEM 
In this example, using the size estimate from any life cycle 
phase, Equation (C-l) predicts the total effort l required 
for complete development 2 
(C-l) 
lTotal development effort includes administrative and tech-
nical ~anagers, developers, and support personnel, i.e., 
secretnries, librarians, and technical publications. See 
Table C-8 on page C-l6. 
2compiete development encompasses the software development 
life cycle phases from requirements analysis through ac-
ceptance,testing. 
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Size and Effort 
where ~Tot i~ effort in staff-months: the fils are factors 
that increase or decrease required effo~t because of problem 
complexi ty, ~p.am ·,.elt.pe.rience, schedule, methodology used, and 
.. '~l' ", -
so on: and 
L = (0.8N + 0.2) x (estimate of total system size (C-2) 
. in thousarlds of e>:ecutable LOC) 
where N is the fraction of newly developed and elttensively 
modified code in the system size estimate. 
Basically, to start, the manager need only consider the com-
plexity of the problem, the development team's experience, 
and the schedule. As the development organization estab-
lishes itself, other factors (such as methodology usage) can 
be added to fine-tunc the estimation process and to apply it 
to a wider ral.ge of software development problems. 
For this example, Table C-2 provides the development organi-
zation with a simple guideline for adjusting effort with a 
Table C-2. Complexity Guidelinea 
Project Environment Effort 
T~Eeb T~pe c Factor (f ) I 
Old Old 0.45 
Old New 0.65 
'New Old 0.65 
New New LOO 
aBased on SEL data and other data available to the SEL. 
bApplication, e.g., orbit determination, data base. The 
project type is old when the development team has more than 
2 years of experience with it. 
cCcmputing environment, e.g., IBM 5/370, VAX-ll/780, Intel. 
The environment type is old when the development·team has 
more than 2 years of experience with it. 
C-5 
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complexity factor. Table C-J provides a simple guideline 
for adjuRting effort with n team experience factor. 
Table C-4 provides~asimple9uideline for adjusting effort 
with a schedule factor. 
Table C-3. Development Team Experience Guideline 
T!am Years of a 
'AEplicablc Experience 
to 
B 
6 
4 
2 
1 
Effort 
Factut' 0: 2) 
0.5 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.4 
2.5 
3 Sum of products ot fracti6ri'of team member participation 
~ith his/her yl~ars of applicable experience (requirements/ 
specification definition, development, maintenance, and 
operation). ' 
Table C-4. ~chedu1e Guideline 
Schedule 
Characterization 
Fast 
Optimum 
Slow 
Effort 
Factor(f3 ) 
1.15 
l.00 
0.85 
TO illustrate, assume that the oevelopment or';}ani~ation must 
develop a system estimated at 25,000 executable LOC. It is 
similar t:> ones they h.:we developed befoL'e (old project 
type), but it is being developed for a n~w computing fa-
cility (new environment ty~e) ~ therefore, fl = 0.65. 
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Fifty percent of the code can be reused without modific~tion 
(N u 0.5). The development organization has a team in mind 
,whose weighted a~~lic~ble ~xberience is 6 years (f 2 • 0.8) 
and the luxury of a slow schedule (f 3 D 0.85). Then, as-
suming that all other factors are normal (f i ~ 1, i n 4 to 
k) , 
E To t :J 8. 0 ( 0 • 6 5) (0. G) (0. S S ) {[ (0. 8) (0. S ) + O. 2] 2 5 • 0 } 1. 0 5 
= 60.7 staff-months (C-3) 
Since it is the beginning of the project, there is an uncer-
tainty limit of ±IOO percent in the system size estimate. 
't'herefore, 
ETot (upper Ilmit) :: 3.536 {IS.Oll.OS x (1.0 + 1.0) 
u 121.5 staff~months' (C-4) 
ETot (lower liruAt) = 3.536 {lS.O}l.OS / (1.0 + 1.0) 
: 30.4 staff-months (C-S) 
Table C-l (page C-4) lists the eftort uncertainty limits 
that can be expected at the end of each life cycle phase. 
Figure C-l illustrates the effort uncertainty limits as a 
function of phase. It is not suffi~ient for managers to 
merely state uncertainty limits. They must be able to 
explain why these limits can be reached, i.e., what factots 
are uncertain, how they can increase or decrease the 
estimate, and by how much. 
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C.2 ESTABLISHING REALISTIC SCHEDULES 
Schedules 
The literature c6~~ains ~~ny models for resource estimation 
that are simple to implement but take Dome time to under-
stand and calibrate for a particular environment. Few, how-
ever, explain in any detail how to establish schedules from 
the information produced. Therefore, this subsection is 
probably more important for the more junior-level manager. 
To establish realistic schedules, the development managers 
must basically consider the effort required for each ac-
tivity, the team size, and the experience of the team leader. 
C.2.l REQUIRED EFFORT FOR LIFE CYCLE PHASES 
In this example, the development organization computes the 
fraction of effort required for the design, coding, and 
testing activities from Equations (C-6) through (C-S), re-
spectively • 
fDAct = O.36N + 0.04 (C-6) 
f CAct = O.OSN + 0.02 (C-7) 
fTAct = 0.36N + 0.14 (C-8) 
where N is the fraction of newly developed and extensively 
modified code in the system size estimate and DAct, CAct, 
I 
and TAct are abbreviations for the design, coding, and test-
ing activities. 
The development organization computes the effert required 
for the design, coding, and testing activities from Equa-
tions (C-9) through (C-l2), respectively. 
C-9 
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(C-9) 
(C-10~ 
(C-ll) 
(C-12) 
The development organization compute~ the effort required 
for each life cycle phase from Equations (C-13) through 
(C-1S),'respcctively. 
(C-13) 
EPDPh = 0.20 EDAct 
(C-1S) 
EIPh = 0.19 EDAct + 0.94 ECAct + 0.57 ETAct (C-16) 
ESTPh = 0.05 EDAct + 0.05 ECAct + 0.33 ETAct (C-17) 
EATPh = 0.01 EDAC :: + 0.01 ECAct + 0.10 ETAct (C-1S) 
where RAPh, PDPh, DDPh, IPh, STPh, and ATPh are abbrevia-
tions for the requirements analysis, preliminary design, 
detailed design, implementation, system testing, and accept-
ance testing phases, respectively. 
C-10 
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Equations (C-L3) through (C-l8) indicate that 75 percenc of 
the design activity effort is expende~ to get to CDn;, nearly 
20 percent of the ~e~~~; activ{~i effort is expended durfng 
implementation to respond to function~l sp~cification, ~e­
sign, and implementation errors: and smaller arounts of the 
design activity effort are expend~d during system anJ ac ' 
ceptance t~sting for the same reasons. The equations also 
show, that nearly 60 percent of the testing activ1ty effort 
is e~pended during implementation, 33 percent during system 
testing, and 10 percent during acceptance testing. 
C.2.2 REALISTIC SCHEDUL~S 
Once the effort for each phase is known, the development 
manager must determine how fast th development team can be 
staffed, how large it can qet, and how fast team members can 
be released without lvsing control of dis~ipline nnd order. 
This determination has to be made based on the project 
leader's experience level. In this exa~ple, Table C-S pro-
vides the development organization with a simple guideline 
I 
for determining tea~ size in terms of the experience of the 
team leade~s. Table C-6 provide~ a simple guideline fcr 
producing a staffing pattern. 
Using these guidelines, the manager will find th~t team size 
peaks at the beginning of implementation. 'When the team is 
too la:ge for a less senior project leader, the development 
manager can replace the project leader with a more senior 
project leader or extend the schedule. When the team size 
is too large for a senior proj~ct leade", the manager must 
e~tend the schedule or partition the development effort int1 
several smaller projects. Forming smaller projects, of 
course, will present the manager with softw~re integration 
problems and addition31 management and support charges be-
cause each ~mal1er project will have a project leader and 
its own reporting and support requirements. 
C-ll 
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Table C-S. Team Size Guideline 
" 
,.',- , 
Minimum Years of Expericncea Maximum 
Project Leader Team Size Excluding Project Manager 
~ ~ Leaner ~ ~ Leader Team Lea~ 
a 
~ 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
App. = 
5 
3 
2 
6 
5 
4 
4 , 
3 
2 
3 7 :::2 
1 4.5 :1.5 
0 2 :!:1 
Applicable experience, i.e., requirements/ 
specification definition; development, maintenance, 
and operation. 
Org. = Experience with organization. 
Leader = Experience as project leader or manager. 
C-12 
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C.3 ALLOCATING PROPER RESOURCES 
Junior first-line de\lelopment managers do not usually have 
much influence in for~ing,thc development team. A higher 
level manager in the development organization generally se-
lects personnel based on his/her judgment and experience 
with the problem and discussions with the first-line man-
ager. The first-line manager, however, must become familiar 
with the judgments made and the experienue base available, 
so that he/she call organize the project effectively. 
In this example, Table C-7 provides the development organi-
zation with a simple guideline for determining the type and 
e'xp't'?'ri.ence level of per.sonnel needed in termri of the com-
plexit;of the problem. Table C-8 provides a simple 
guideline for allocating resources in terms of manager, de-
veloper, and other support chargez. 
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Table C-7. Development Team Staffing Guideline 
Project Environment Percentage of percentage c 
T:iEea T:lEea Senior pcrsonnelb of Anallsts 
Old Old 25-33 25-33 
Old NevI 33-50 25-33 
New Old 33-5Q 33-50 
New New 50-67 33-50 
aThe project and environment types are old when the develop-
ment t~am has more than 2 years of experience with them. 
bSenior personnel are those with more than 5 years of ex-
per.ience in development-related activities. 
CA~alysts are those personnel who have training and an educa-
tional rlckground in problem definition and solution with 
the a~pllcation (project type) or the computers (environment 
type' dtpending on the problem. 
C-lS 
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Table C-S. Development Staff Composition Guideline l 
(1..o~·.·2) 
Personnel 
Category 
MANAGERS 
Project 
Manager 
Project 
Leader 
Administrative 
Customer 
Interface 
Percentage 
of Staff 
-21.5 
5.0 
7.5 
4.5 
4.5 
Function 
First-line development 
manager responsible, with 
project leader, for organi-
zation and planning of proj-
ect. Provides technical 
consultation and manages 
project resources. 
Lead developer responsible, 
'with project manager, for 
organization and planning of 
project. Provides technical 
, direction and day-to-day 
supervision of project ac-
tivities. 
Second-, third-, fourth-
line development organiza-
tion (higher level) managers 
and project control office 
personnel responsible for 
administrative aspects of 
pr9jects, such as financial 
reporting and quality assur-
~nce of documentation and 
progress report formats and . 
procedures~ 
First- or second-line manager 
from customer's organization 
responsible for monitoring 
resources and progress. Is 
primary point of contact 
\-d th external customer, sup-
port, and contractor groups. 
IThis breakdown is for development charges. Other charges to 
the overall cost of a project come from staffs with analo-
gous breakdowns, e.q., the requirements te~m, the independ-
ent verification and validation team, the maintenance and 
ooeration team. 
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Table C-O. Development Stafe Composition Guideline l 
(2 of 2) 
rers()nnt~ 1 
e.ltegory 
DF.V1-~LOP1~RS 
SllPPOH'r 
Libr.u'L,n 
Percent~\':.w 
of Staff 
63.5 
15.0 
5.5 
4.0 
5.5 
progrnmmer/analysts respon-
sible for requirements ~nal­
yois, design, implementation, 
testing, and documentation 
of soft\~are. 
re~sonnel responsible for 
development-relatpd clerical 
\~orl\ .'lnd SOUl'ce code rn~inte­
n':\Ilce. 
Personnel responsible for 
development-related and de-
velopment organi=nti0n 
office clerical work. 
Reproduction, c0mposition, 
'Jl'.,phict" .!llld pditorial per-
sonnel responsible for 
formal production of docu-
ments and reports. 
~hi~1 brl'.lk~h".·n I:; t'~'l' dt.'\·el,'pl1\t\nt clhlr'lt'~;. Other clh1n.le~1 to 
the l"'t'r.l11 Cl'~1t l,f ., project Cl'Jnt" frt)1ll ~,t.lff~ \~ith .1n.lh)-
'JlHIB brc.'.1kdown~;, t'.g., ttH' rl~quirt~mt'nts te.lOl, tht~ indl'pend-
t.'nt vt'ri(h:,1ti~'n ,1nd \·,'\lid.1t.i('I1l te~lm, tht' maintt'n,'nl~t~ and 
('I~h~l','\t it')n tt';Ull. 
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Organization Summary' 
C.4 SUMf.1J\RY . -
Although the example' in this appendix is not a recommended 
or even a suggested procedure for organizing aspects of a 
project, it provides the junior-level development manager 
with basic information about organization that is not avail-
able with simple estimation models. The type of information 
emphasizes the need for managers to record development in-
form~tion and judgments through the development plan, data 
collection, and postmortem evaluations. 
Managers must realize that guidelines are just that and must 
not let their education obstruct their common sense. 
Blindly applying guidelines to solve a particular problem 
frequently leads to undesirable situations. Guidelines 
should only provide a starting point from which a manager 
makes common sense adjustments to suit project-specific con-
ditions. 
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